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At New Orleans Yesterday
i Showed Little Change.
. 
gister, Est. May, 1896.
ard, Est. April, 1884.
'SHOWERS GAVE
LOWER TEMPERATURE.
The Death Rate Continues About
I 
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New Orleans, La., Aug. a a. —Show-
'ens today promised some amelioration
'of the high temperatures which have
been prevailing, but otherwise there
%was little change irk the yellow fever
situation. Six deaths during the
'night promised that today's total
•vrioukl run about equal with that of
'the preceding twenty-four hours.
'There was little variation in the num
'ber of new cases in the early morn-
ing report
The medical authorities say today
•thst evidence of the fact that the sit-
euation is constantly improving, inso-
far as the system of controlling it is
concerned, was to be found in the
'tact that cases are now being report-
ed six and eight hours after they are
taken down. It is an indication of
the efficiency with which the local
Pheeicianf are co-operating with the
'federal authorities. Repert of cases
promptly on their occurrence permits
en:mediate screening and thus lessens
the chances for infection of persons
aho have not been attacked.
One of it he cases reported today in
the city was that of Salvadore Tucca,
a sailor on a schooner at the Spanish
fort. He had been ill for several
days. There is a possibility, there-
that others on the same schoon
er will be affected as well as mern-
bers of other crews.
Fight Not Yet Won.
New Orkans. Aug 22. —While the
(leaders in the fight against yellow
fever 'feel that the struggle is suc-
ceeding beyond their expectations,
there is no divagation to lull the
public into a fake screw of security
lest there shall be a relaxation of
the efforts which it is essential that
every hcnisehrikkr shall make if the
present control of the disease is to be
maintained
Cause For Encouragement.
%Vali the deaths, however, running
into the fifties artd rapicMy approach-
ing the eighties at this tine in 1878
and the new cases of genuine yellow
fever approximating aro against less
4 than a dozen deaths (telly now, there
is considered to be every justification
for the encouragement which Dr.
a SWISte announce', he feels over the
situation.
'Especially encouraging is the situa-
tion above Canal street. The disease
has .strugglest desperately to gain a
foothold in that section, but has fail-
ed. There have been a considerable
number of cesirs, but they are widely
scattered, and there is not a nest of
them to be found any-where from
Cana' to the upper limits of the
pariah.
Some days ago President Sotichon
wrote to railroads asking them to put
•on small trains to some of the towns
• inch are in gore dietrees because
•vetentstunication is cut off. Gen. Supt.
Cushing, of the Southern Pacific, has
written a reply that the road is now
running trains at a heavy loss to af-
ford service for nem-infected locali-
ties. Travel, however, is PO light
that these trains are earning leas than
one-fourth of what it costs to rim
theist, and additional facilities can-
not be furnished.
Concealed Wife's Illness.
The cases reported from St. Ber-
nard parish, adjoining New Orleans,
show how difficult it is to keep track
of sickness in the country. One of
the Ca S4`9 was that of an Italian wo-
man, She had been sick for •a week,
but her husband concealed the fact
and treated her himself. Yesteeday
found her dying and summoned
a physician. When the physician
4 7
rrived she was dead of yet/ow fester,
leaving seven children, the oldest ten
yeas', sand the youngest five months.
The oldest child was also found to be
infected.
The announcement of Surgeon
'General Wyman, in a telegram .to
Vresident Souchon, that it is impossi-
ble to take adequate precantiorire at
Colon to disinfect veesels, and that
every vessel from there to southern
sports must he detained at the port
olf arrival five &ye, is expected tem-
porarily to transfer s1 Gokm trade
heretofore passing through southern
watewaye to New York. Already
freight carrying vessels which touch
at the Panama port have been barred.
Bishop Sessums' Work.
Bishop Sessums, of the Episcopal
church, who is taking an active part
in the educational campaign, is ar-
ranging a series of mass-meetings in
the leading Episcopal church with a
view to aiding the authorities in the
work. The Bishop has had additional
work thrust upon him by the mis-
fortune of Dean Wells, of Christ
chuneh cathedral, Mrs. Wells was
stricken with the fever ten days ago
and has' been very se•riously ill, and
the dean has had to be in constant
attendance at her bedside.
'Gov. Blanchard is seeking to
streighten out some of the diffiffiffiffi
sereighten out some of the difficulties
in the country pariehes, remelting
from the stoppage of trains. Tensas
and East Carroll parishes have prac-
tically tied up the Memphis, Helena
and Louisiana, because there have
been two cases at Tallulah, in Madi-
son. The governor has also success-
fully interceded with the authorities
of Bossier parieh in behalf of the
operation of the tarins o fthe Louis-





Prorniscous Calling by Negroes
On Woman Sick With Smallpox
Endangers Many.
Mrs. Annie Cartwright, wife of the
late Milton Cartwright, attempted
suicide yesterday afternoon by tak-
ing 25 cent sworth of morphine. Dr.
Bass was called to her home on Elev
enth and Burnett streets', and after
administering the necessary physic
succeeded in saving her life. She
will recover from this attempt. This
is the second or third time recently
that she has endeavored to take her
life and the amount of poison taken
yesterday would have had the desired
elect if the physician had not
arrived when he did.
Her his-band committed suicide
several months ago.
Cause of Danger.
From reports from South Seventh
street in the vicinity of Clark street
there is danger ahead in regard to
smallpox. The disease is Sa t
lurk there plentifully. One woman
eith the disease was taken to the
pest house Monday and it is' reported
that fully 200 negroes paid the vict,im
a call during her illness. All of them
were exposed to the disease and cit-
izens living in that section fear that
the contagion will spread all around
them. There are several yellow
flags upon Seventh street and if a
close investigation was made it is
probable that several cases would be
found already.
Couldn't Help Himself.
Becau-e he was too drunk to hokl
to a rope when thrown to him, An-
drew Shelton, alias "Memphis," a
darky, was permitted to drown Mon-
day afternoon at the foot of Ken-
tucky avenue Shelton was very
drunk and was trying to jump from
one barge to another while they were
moving. He failed to reach his mark
and fell into the river. Ropes were
thrown to him but he could not gain
a hold owing to his intoxicated con-
dition. He lived in Memphis and
was a deckhand on the Pacific No. 2.
The body has not been recovered.
THE HORSE SHOW.
Projectors Determined to Make It a
Great Success.
The officers and directors of the
Paducah Horse Show Association
are making every effort to have the
best meeting of its kind ever held in
Kentucky. It will be the first in
rest Kentucky.
There will be a meeting of the di-
rectors tomorrow night in' the Com-
mercial club's office for the purpose
of making final arrangements for the
show and preparing a program. The
program committee was appointed at
the last meeting and their report
will be received.
As its name implies, this is entirely
and exclusively a horse shove—not a
regular county fain The premiums
will he large enough to attract all the
good stock in the country. The pro-
grim will he so arranged as enter-
tain the spectator front the the
gates are opened until closed.
This new diversion for West Ken.-
tricky will be a delightful occasion
and an immense crowd is expected
from. all surrounding towns.
CONSTANT DANGER I OVER TODAY
Follows the Steamer Athos
During Voyage at Sea
PORT REACHED
AFTER MUCH DELAY
Drifts in Storm, With Scarcity of
Food and Water, Her Crew
Suffers Greatly.
SHARK BONES TALE
A TALE OF HUNGER.
New York, Aug. 22.—The steamer
Athos, seventeen days late, with
eight passengers and a cargo of rot-
ted bananas and with the bones of
half-eaten sharks..oreboard to indicate
the perils of her voyage, arrived off
Scotland Light Ship last night.
tOn July 30 the Donald Steamship
company's eteamer Athos left Port
Antonio, Jamaica, for New York, a
six-days' voyage, with provisions in
plenty for this short period. Three
hours out of port an eccentric rod on
the engine broke, and from that hour
till last Sunday, proceeding some-
times only an hour a day, under her
own steam, the Athos drifted at the
mercy of storms, in constant danger
ot famine, once without drinking wa-
ter, and receiving supplies from time
to time off passing vessels, until Au-
gust ao the disabled steamer gave up
and signaled the steamer Altai for a
tow. This steamer brought the
Athos to New York.
Catching Sharks.
The trouble was in the engine all
the time. From July 30 to August 7
one or two breaks daily in the engine
were recorded. The log chronicles
the fact that the delay was only
thirty minutes long on August 5.
Two days later the catching of the
sharks is recorded. Chinamen on
board attempted to eat the sharks,
but the meat made them ill, and the
fish were thrown into the sea Dur-
ing the next two days boats were
lowered from the Athos in search of
food fish.
On August 8 the disabled steamer
s:ghtecl the steamship Adriondack
arid signaled "all well on board." But
en the loth the last tank of water
was opened and was found to be
tainted with the juice of rotting ba-
nanas. Some dolphin were caught
two days later, and on August 13,
the incipient famine was further re-
lieved by the • steamer Montevido,
which supplied provisions.
For nearly a week between August
to and 17 the engine's dhaft was use-
less, and not only, serfs the steamer
forced to drift about while repairs
were under way, but for two days of
this period a great storm and high
seas broke over the helpless steam-
ship. The log meanwhile indicates
that more dolphin were caught.
Continuous Accidenes.
Finally, on August 18, the coupling
flange broke, and the Athos abandon-
ed the attempt to make New York
melee her own steam, after tweaty
days of continuous accidents. It was
decided to accept the first offer of a
tow. This did not come for two days
during which a second famine was
averted by the steamer Vera, which
came akeigside the Athos, supplying
•eatablee and drinkables.
At Scotland Light Ship last night
the tow line broke as a last chapter
in her long series of accidents, and
the Athos could no repair the brok-
en line in the dark, but anchored for
the night, while the Altai brought
her passengers to quarantine. Today
tegs were sent out to bring the Athos
into port.
SUED ON A NOTE.
Globe Bank Files a Claim Against
W. B. Smith.
The Globe Bank and Trust com-
pany of the city has filed a suit in
the circuit court against W. B. Smith,
former president of the company and
also former president of the Western
Bank of Louisville which was closed
Monday.
The amount sued for is $1,250 as
surety. on a note made by C. 0.
Brown. A sale of 20 shares of the
capital stock of the Globe bank for
payment of the 'note is prayed for.
' The Rtiaeian league in New York
declare the czar's plan for a popular
government nothing but a ruse. At
a meeting a few nights since the
league denounced the czar and his
offer in round terms.
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Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 22.—An-
cther glimmer of hope. The meet-
ing of the peace plenipotentiaries,
which was to have been held this af-
ternoon, has been postponed until to-
morrow morning at goo o'clock. The
official reason assigned for this
change of program was that the sec-
retaries had not yet completed the
work of drafting the protocols for
submission for the signatures of the
plenipotentiaries. This is true, but
there is a rnoA potent reason. Mr.
Witte has not yet received final word
from St. Petersburg. It was expect-
ea this morning. It did not come,
and therefore, with Mr. Witte's au-
thorization, Mk-. Placon, who was
bard at work upon the Russian pro-
tocol, went to Mr. Sato, the Japanese
secretary, and suggested the postpone
ment. Baron Komura approved and
the announcement was issued.
Present Situation.
As the situation. now stands, Mr.
Witte could not, if he would, cede or
compromise on article 5 (Sakhalin)
or article 9 (indemnity). The in-
structions given him by the emperor
before he left St. Petersburg preclud
ed the possibility of either, and it can
be stated that up to the present hour
every message he has received, indi-
rectly or directly, from his emperor,
shows no sign of any change of
mind. Aral from the reports advisers
whom the emperor is consulting seem
practical!y unanimous in support of
the view that further concessions are
incobsititene weth Ruseie'ss "cEstivity
and honor," and that er! se Japan is
prepared to yield substan-
tial—not upon articIss To or it, but
upon ankles 5 and p—it is better to
continue the war.
Althoisgh it ?kerns to be hoping
against hope, there is nil] a possibil-
ity that the erneperor will take Preei-
dent Roosevelt's advice and take the
only step which the president thinks
can save the corrference from ship-
wreck. The president's suggestion is
not general and vague, but quite con-
crete. If it is finally rejected it is
said not to involve a specific answer,
but Mr. Witte is anxious that the
emperor shall have full time to delib-
erate, and the Japanese have no de-
sire to force the teem, . They will
welcome a few days' delay, if the de-
lay keeps the door to peace open.
May Make Proposition.
There is a strong intimation that
the Japanese are prepared to make
a proposition when the conference
reassembles, but there is nothing to
indicate that they are prepared to re-
cede On either articles 5 Or 9. Artic-
les to and it they might forego, but
that would hardly bring peace nearer.
Five and nine remain now, as at the
beginning, the seemingly unsurmount
able obstacles to peace.
Article to of Japan's demand pro-
vides that the Russian warships in-
terned in neutral poets shall be turn-
ed over to Japan. Albeit.- ir -calls
for the limitation of Russia's naval
power in the far Ease. •
Ni Room for Compromise.
'Tokio, Aug. 22.—The Jiji, in com-
menting upon the proceedings at the
Portsmouth peace conference today,
says:
'The cession of the Island of Sak-
halin and the reimbursement of the
cost of the war, are the vital points
of our demands, and leave no room
for any compromise. The moderation'
of reasonableness of these demands
will be admitted, even by France.
Should the attempt to promote peace
fail, the responsibility will rest with
Russia, not with Japan. If Russia
refuses to accept the reasonable
terms, it will be advisable for our
representatives to withdraw and tell
them the next meeting will be in To-
•P
The 'Aushia says:
"The war has won a constitution
for the Russian people."
It declare, that Japan is fighting
the Ritisian government and does
not entertain any ill-feeling toward
the oppressed subjects of the Rtvsian
emperor. It expresses the belief that
al i true Russians must hold some
appreciation for what Japan has ac-
complished for them
Must Yield.
Tokio, Aug. 22.—Japan firmly in-
sist, that Russia must cede Sakhalin
1: land, basing its claim on the logic
c: recent events and the history of
that possession. It plans no develop
cc nipletely Sakahlin'e resources,
which will mean millions to the Jap-
anese. The vernacular new paper,
are unanimous in saying that there
will be no regret in case the peace
negotiations result in a rupture,
should Russia, as the defeated party
prove unwilling to accept the inevit-
able. The demands made by Japan,
they say, embody only accomplished
facts.
MOVE TO SUPPRESS BOYCOTT
Viceroy and Governor of Shanghai
Agree to Take Action.
Shanghai, Aug. 22. —I t is under-
stood that the viceroy and governor
of this province have agreed to sup-
press the boycott against American
goods, which will be ended before
American Minister Conger arrives in
Pekin.
ACTIVE COPS
NEGRO WHO IS WANTED FOR
MALICIOUS SHOOTING
ARRESTED.
A Fleeing Thief Dropped by a Bullet
Which Didn't Hurt Him
at AIL
Albert Butler, colored, was arrested
last night by Officers Johnson and
Rogers on the charge of malicious
shooting with intent to kill. On Au-
gust to he shot a negro named John
Mitchell during a fight in the north
end of the city. The wound was not
serious, however, and Mitchell has
about recovered. Butler has been
evading the police ever since the
shooting occurred. He was lodged
in the city jail.
Almost Winged.
Will Futrell, a negro, was captur-
ed after an exciting chase yesterday
afternoon by Patrolman Hessian.
Futtrell was wanted on the charge of
robbing a stearnbostman while asleep
on lower Kentucky avenue. Captain
Joe Wood chased the same negro on
Legal Row about ten days ago and
fred one shot to make him stop, but
he kept digging.
Yesterday afternoon while Officer
Hessian was after Futrell the officer
fired at him arid the negro was so
badly frightened when a bullet grazed
his limb that be fell and was almost
dead from fright when 'overtaken.
The officer applied the nippers and es
corted him to the city jail where he
now rests.
Too Drunk to Know Hinteelfs
A mart was arrested by Patrol Drlv
er John Austin and Sanitary Inspec-
tor Henry Brush about 6:30 o'clock
last evening oil the charge of drunk-
enness and disorderly conduct. He
was so far gone that he had forgot-
ten his name. He was raising a dis-
turbance with Henry Gockel, the
baker, at his store and after forbear-
ance ceased to he a virtue Mr. Gockel
administered several "smacks" that
held him until the officers took him
in charge.
--
Too Much Tongue and Whisky.
Nallnie McGee, a ncgress from
ffund about "coo," was given a berth
in the Hotel De Evitts last night for
letting her tongue rattle too freely.
Officers Gouricux and Potter affect-
ed her.
Jumped a Train.
Dan Curry and John Williams, ne-
groes, were arrested by Officers Flour
noy and Hurley for jumping a mov-
ing train.
WALLET WITH S5,000 CASH
Found by "Big Bill" Devery at Rock-
away Beach.
New York, Aug. 23.—"Bill" Dev-
er', ex-chief of police and famous
Tammany insurgent, stuck his head
into the box office window at Morri-
son's rockaway beach theater the
other night and soid to the ticket-
seller: "Say, here's somethin' that
some feller dropped. , You'd better
find him an' give it back to bin* He
may need it."
The article which the ex-chief
handed oven Vitiet a wallet contain-
ing ee,000 in cash. lie found it ly-
ing on the floor of the lobby. It was
afterwards found to be the property
of Peter MicGinniss a plumbing con-
tractor, who was in the audience.
A GENERAL SHAKE




Houses Creak and in Many Instances





Chicago, Aug. 22.-1 ll i 0019 was
shaken by an earthquake shortly af-
ter it o'clock last night, the most
severe in recent years. The shock
in the southern part of the state, es-
pecially in the region surrounding
East St. Louis, was severe enough to
rattle dishes and furniture, ceuse
dogs to bark as in alarm and children
to awaken and cry. House, creaked
and in many instances their occu-
pants rushed out in terror, fearing
that the straining beams and joists
would give away.
As far north as Springfield the
shock was felt distinctly. Farther
north it grew k-ss perceptible, until
in the region of Chicago it was not
noticed.
St. Louis, Aug. 22.—St. Louis and
vicinity was visited last night by an
earthquake shortly after It o'clock.
Three distinct shocks were felt by
the-Amends of persons in St. Louis
and St. Louis county. While the
tremors lasted scarcely a minute they
were distinct enough to awaken eleep
ing residents and cause dogs to bark
in alarm. The shocks seemed to trav-
el from East to West. There was
but an infinitesimal period between
the first and second spasms, and
about three seconds between the sec-
ond and third, or final shock. The
trembling of the earth was accom-
panied by a dull rumbling noise re-
sembling the passing of a distant
freight frain.
Cairo, Ill., Aug. 22.—An earthquake
occurred at 11:06 o'clock last night.
It lasted about one minike and shook
the strongest buildings in Cairo The
shock was preceded by a low rumb-
ling noise. Many persons, were
frightened and took refuge in the
street,.
Owensboro, Ky., Aug. 22,—Owens
Ferro and Henderson, Ky., and Evans-
ville, Ind., were visited by an earth-
quake at ti:os o'clock last night. Two
distinct 'boas were felt. Citizens of
Owensboro were greatly frightened..
Many rushed from their homes. No
damage was done.
Memphis, Term., Aug. 22. —Two dis
tirct earthquake shocks were exper-
ienced here at 11 :15 o'clock last night
the disturbance being more appre-
ciably felt in the eastern suburbs than
in the city. The shocks were of brief
duration.
Clarksville, Tenn., Aug. 22.—A se-
vere earthquake shock was felt here
last night about ten minutes pa If
o'clock. A chimney at the home of
Mrs. Rowena Day, on Madison street
was shaken down, causing consider-
able excitement, but no one was hurt.
This is the only damage reported to
far in thiy section, though many peo-
ple were awakened by the shock and
by the rattling of windows and doors
A deep rumbling noise was heard
and appeared to be moving from
south to north.
Union City, Tenn., Aug. 22 —A se-
vere earthquake shock, lasting a
minute or more, was felt here last
night six minutes after is. Crockery
rattled and clocks were stopped,
frightening a number of peisek.
SUBSCRIPTIONS SMALL.
Only eicopoo Subscribed to New
Russian Internal Loan.
St. Petersburg, Aug 22—It is an-
nounced from Moscow that snbscrip-
tions there to the new internal loan
are unsatisfactory. The subecrip-
tions thus far amount to only Soo,-
COO. An imperial ukase was issued
August 17 authorizing the issuance
of a new internal loan of Stoomoo,-
000 at 5 per cent.
MURDERER SURRENDERS.
Smithland, Ky., 'Aug. 22.—George
Dryers, who killed Nathan Duncan in
a church fight near Dyersburg, near
here, was so closely chased by a pos-
se that he surrendered yesterday to
officers at Smithland. •
SAKHALIN ISLAND
Possession By Japan Would
Menace Siberian Coast.
THIS IS WHY RUSSIA
REFUSES TO CEDE LAND.
The Richness of the Resources of the





Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 22. —The
following statement from an author-
iative so)urce represents) the Russian
view of the military and stragetic
value of the Island of Sakhalin:
-"To s appreciate its military value it
must be borne in mind that the isliand
which is about 60o miles long, lies al-
most against the mainland, being
separated from it by the Strait of Tar-
tary, which in some places in only
four miles wide. Phs:ically it might
almost be considered a part of the
Asiatic continent. To allow Sakha-
lin to pass into the bands of Japan
would be like America allowing Long
Island or England allowing the Isle
of Wight to pass into the possession
of an ambitious' foreign power.
"The danger from Sakhalin passing
to Japan would indeed be greater for
Russia than the loss of Long Island
by America, as the length of Long
Island is scarcely one-ninth that of
Sakhalin.
"There is no doubt that whoever
controls Sakhalin, besides being in a
position to threaten and invade the
Asiatic coast, would be in a position
to absolutely prevent communication
between the mainland and the Pacific
through the sea of Japan.
"The island has an area of between
6o,000 and 65,000 kilometers, and, al-
though its general: shape is that of a
fish at certain points, its width is only
fifteen miles. It is, therefore, pecul-
iarly adapted for offensive and defen-
sive purposes. It could easily be
transformed into a formidable
tary and navy stronghold, from which
expeditions might be launched and ef-
ficiently supported.
Resoudces of Island.
"Little use thus far has been made
of the island. The population, in-
cluding the natives'. who belong to the
Ainu and Guiliaks races ,and the ex-
iles, most of whom, after their terms
of servitude, become settlers, amount,
all together, to only 36,coo souls; that
is, less than one to the square mile.
Exploitation of the resources of the
island has been hampered by the rigo-
rous climate, lack of communication,
a.: it is almost without roads, and by
the immense and almost inaccessible
forests.
"The development of its resources
by Russia was anticipated as a conse-
quence of le completion of the
Transsiberi* railway. Large profits
were expesied from its riches, as it
containAreat quantities of coal, coal
oil, tiMser, naphtha, iron and other
ini nekals.
"The chief resource, however, thus
.fir has been its fisheries. Enormous
schools swarm in its waters. The
herrings at certain times of the year
are exhaustless. Besides being used
for food, the oil is extracted and the
fish, pressed into large blocks, have
been shipped to Japan for land
fertilizer. The average number of
herrings taken annually amounts to
5comoo."
This Russian authority denies that
the Japanese were prevented from
fishing in the waters of Sakhalin. He
admitted that they were subkected to
to certain rules and restrictions,- the
object of which was to prevent ex-
termination of the fish. But that was
all.
Whales Along the Coast.
He also said that along the coast of
Sakhalin whales in considerable num-
hers are found. These have been the
°Wee of exploitation by the American
whale fishers. Since the year 1865,
he said, many American firms had ap-
plied to the local government for per-
mission to exploit the riches of the
island, especially the coal mines.
"Among those names I remember,"
said he, "are the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship company, Head & Co., Oliphant
lk Co., and Crawley & Co., but rroth-
ing much was done on account oi the
difficult internal conditions of Sarkha-
lin, resulting as I said before, from
cliiratic•conditions and want of roads.
"The insignificent military forces
which Russia had in the island," he
concluded, "are another proof of our
sincere belief in peace. We had not
made the least preparations for mili-
tary operation's either offensive or de-
ft:naive. The few thousand soldiers
who were there were chiefly for the
purpose of guarding the 5,000 con-
sicts who were kept in the island, and
some of these soldiers were former
convicts, who, after serving their
terms of penal servitude, were allow-
ed to enter a kind. of local militia."
Is Not Candidate.
Mr. C. W. Emery denies the ru-
mor that he intends to announce for
'coroner. He says he has no inten-
tions of making the race and does not
know bow such a report got out.
OGILVIE'S
To Do Your Shopping at L. B. Ogilvie & Co.'s Means
To Save Money on Every Purchase.
Hosiery AND UfiderWedr
At prices that will induce economi-
cal shoppers to lay in a full
supply for the entire season
Hosiery
Specials...
Children's Black Lace Cotton
Hose, all sizes, at toe pair
Boys' Heavy Ribbed Black
'Cotton Hose, the weat-well
kind, at 15c pair
Misses' Fine Lis!e Hose, fast
black, at 25C pair
Infants' Mercerized Cotton
Hose, in pink, blue, white
and black, at 25c pair
Ladies' Ribbed Vests, low neck
and no sleeves, extra and regu-
lar sizes, at roc
Underwear
Specials.....
Ladies" Rib.bed Lisle Vests, low
neck and no sleeves, at 19c, or 3
for  50c
Ladies' Summer Weight Ribbed
Drawers, knee length, at 25c
Boys' Undershirts and Drawers,
all sizes, at 25C
Children's Ribbed Cotton Vests,
at  roc•
ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES OF
LAWNS.
A lot of :awns that were tot: and
15c, reduced to, per yard 5c
L B. Ogilvie & Co.
AGENTS FOR. BUTTERICK PATTERNS ]
ASKS MISS
R°°SE-VELT'S HAND
Sultan of Sulu Proposes to the
President's Daughter.
Job, Aug. 18, via Manila, Aug. 21
(delayed in transmission).—Miss
Alice Roosevelt, daughter of the
president of. the United States, has
received a proposal of marriage from
the sultan of Sulu, who offered to
make her sultana of the Sulu Archi-
pelago, saying his people desired her
to remain among them. The sultan
presented Miss Roosevelt with many
presents.
Mise Roosevelt arrived here today
with Secretary Taft and- his party.
An elaborate programme had been
arranged for their entertainment. The
sultan, with his retinue, along with
other Moro dignitaries, occupied
seats in the grand stand with Sec-
retary Taft and) Miss Roosevelt.
Thousands of Moroe from jolo and
neighboring islands took part in the
festivities, which included exciting
but )bloodless bull fights.
Congressman Long-worth of Ohio
today rescued Frederick O'Brien, edi-
tor of Cable New's who was seized
with cramps while bathing and came
near drowning.
MAY DISSOLVE AMICABLY.
Norway and Sweden Both Anxious
for Settlement.
Christiania, Aug. 22,—The Norwe-
gian government within a day or two
-sill submit a proposal relating to the
dissolution of the union of Norway
and Sweden. Both governments are
anxious to secure a solution. of the
difficulties at the earliest date possi-
ble. Consequently, it is understood
that the storthing will request the
riloclag to ecure dissolution of the
u'nion by a formal resolution and re-
peal of the treaty and will immediate
ly authorize the government to nego-
tiate with the riksdag concerning
Sweden's condition.
There is an apparent strong feeling
against the acceptance in toto of
Sweden's terms and especially against
the destruction of any fortress.
should Swedenont recede it is con-
sidered probable that Norway will
propose arbitration of the disputed
points.
Several of the wan ships captured
from the Russians by the Japanese
have been tenamedi and placed in
commission.
Richard Gaither, an old and promi-
nent resident of Elizabethtown, Ky..
is dead. L. ;
•st
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
era.
7—
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist)




The real estate agents, has $175,0se
worth of city property for sale and







TO CHANGE INAUGURAL DATE
Request Which Forty Governors Will
Make of Congress.
Washington, Aug. 22.—Gov. Beck-
ham, Gov. Hanky, of Indiana, and the
governors of thirty-eight other states
and territories arc members of a com-
mittee which meets here just before
congress assembles to take steps to
induce congress to change the in-
avgural date from March 4 to a later
day in the year, when more favorable
weather is assured. A constitutional
amendment will be required.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
if we do the work.
Warren & Son, 14 North Sixth.
Phone so-A.
Henry Mammen, jr., the reliable
'book manufacturer, Blank Books,
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Padocah.
Library work a specialty.
•
For perfection Itlid rarity smoke




Headquarters for Spaulding baseball




7th & Jackson Sta. phone 237,& Clay Sta.. Phone 377.
7. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms i, a and 3 Register Build.
lug, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
Practice in all the courts Of the
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
Do You Want To Red
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY, NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONOF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLEDIN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-PERT INFORMATION AND PRO MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE.
S. T. RAN DLE, Manager




Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John ). Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattycaa +44-441-1-1÷1-44-1-4-1-1-1-144+4•41-1•11-4-++4-4-2-1-4-1-1-4-11--H.-1-1-1-14-1-1.-14.441Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
ins to 21Q South Third St.
G. C. DIUGUID, .4: 11111
1 ATTORNEY-AT-LAW. — —-
t.









Rooms to. 11 and is,, Co)"
Building.
Paducah. - . Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Rooms aid and au. Fraternity lirds
Will practice in 01 courts of KZ.
tail IL
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to ro a. m., x to 3




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32 
Paducah, Kentucky.





J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
3ici Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms 2433 and 204
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
Repair work and fencing a specialty.





Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
  + ).4
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-sth, Kentucky, .
Capital and Surplus $155,00011 . ,
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.\
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to size. You carry your own •.
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS. KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a; new
managements for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable:rates
Price Bros. ec CO., ,
Dawson Sorings.:Kentucky:
For Vaults, Monuments and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored. "; • 'Nal
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
MI S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones II
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
p.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. .BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance























































































































































































SESSION OF CITY COURT
YESTERDAY.
Pro Tern Judge Cross "Stood Up and




When Pro Tern Judge Cross con-
evened city court yesterday morning
lie found a bench load of all cobra
lacing him.
f The first order was a judgment of,
$25 and costs each against the oper-
ators of the bawdy houses on West
Kentucky avenue. Those who were
in the list were: Sue Eggleston, Lu-
cile Thompson, Fannie Wilson, Lu-
cile Agnew, Ida Eastwood, Frankie
Dixon, Nellie Polk, Annie Cox, Ella
Howell, Manic Grooms and Mollie
pcif.
i The next victim to plead lienency
was Rout Clark. He was told to take
his seat with a tag bearing the mark
of $1c) and costs attached to his coal
tail. He was charged with using in-
twitting language.
Harry Leonard and Arthur Thornp
son, two young men with uniforms,
hailing from Camp Yeiser, were dis-
missed on the charge-eda breach of
the peace. They were arrested by
Cfficers Johnson and Rogers on the
charge of engaging in a fight at the
• corner of Fourth and Broadway. One
of the beligerents fell against a tele-
4 graph pole and had his head badly
bruised up.
James Carter, a, local lineman, who
"butted in" to prevent the officers
from making the arrest was fined ES
and costs.
g Douglas Miainne was placed under
. a $2oo peace bond to be good towards
Robert Tidwell, with whom he had
eia fight last Saturday afternoon at
Fifth and eNorton streets, and at
which time Maims struck Tidwell in
'the bead with a brick.
A quartet of negroes composed of
Henry McCawley, Sr., Henry Me-
Cawley. Jr., Annie McCauley and
'Alice Fisher, who were arrested by
Rogers and Johnson for breach of the
peace, were granted a continuaace.
Jack Usery, a male of dark propor-
tions, was given a dose of $t and
trinuninga for using profane language
He was taken in tow while letting
his tongue loose by Officers Johnson
•fand Rogers.
w Huskell Duvall and Albert Rola,
oreet car conductors, were given a
continuance on the charge of breach
of the peace.
. W. C. „ Stanford, the South Third
**(street saloonkeeper, was acquitted on
"I the charge of keeping his saloon open
op Sunday.
Jim Taylor was granted a continu-
ance until August 28 on the charge
oi petty larceny.
Bartlett and Sylvester Turley, two
"gold dust twins," were marched in
front of Judge Cross to. tell about
breaking into the coal house of Tom)
McGarrigal with intention of stealing
chickens and other necessary adjunct.,
to the dining room table. The charge
of housebreaking was found 4 ivosite
their names when a cogtimiance un-
til Thursday was marked.
4 A handsome young man giving his
name as Walter Coleman occupied a
seat on the bench and the crime re-
4corded against him was being a final-
* Ilia* front justice from New Orleans.
The name New Orleans' when an-
nounced was not a pleasant word
and the audience began to squirm as
if to say "wonder if he has got yel-
low fever?" He said that he did not
know for what charge he was wanted
and refused to go without a requisi-
etion. - Chief Collins announced that
he was in receipt of a message stating
that requisition papers were being
prepared and would arrive here thia
a week. Detectives Moore and Baker
performed the arrest.
And during all the foregoing pro-
ceedings there sat "Judge" Bradley,
"la colored, who was charged with petty
larceny. He was held over to the
grand jury on his recognirance for
• $too bond.
A lad about the color and size of a
box of blacking was held to the
ei I grand jury on the charge of house-
breaking. John Henry Duffy was ar-
rested in company with a cloudy corn
,panion named Shelly Ward for steal-
ing $2.50 from the room of Col. Bud
Dale. of the Richmnd Huse. When
artested by Officers Terrell and
Cross Duffy had blown hfrnself ex-
tensively for a suit of 'cake walking"
'clothes. He had purchaaed an eighty
five cent !suit of 'clothes and a pair of
TO cent socks. In default of a $300
bond Duffy was sent to the county
jail.
* 7 Lena Hale, a dusky damsel from
or- the South Side, who was arrested by
Officer Hurley for being drunk and
.disorderly was fined $5 and costs.
IvIt as a b6siness session of tht
coor
'CAME NEAR DYING
,From an Awful Skin Humour,
Scratched Till Blood Ran.
Wasted to Skeleton.
Work for Ship Carpenters.
Mr. Buck .Whitehurst, the well
known ship carpenter, left last night
for Vicicsburg, Miss., to assist in the
cortahruction of two ATT6A71 steamers
tieing built there. Many more car-
penters were wanted but none could
be secured in Pacinrah. The wages
for the work is $4 per day.
'At the head of the class, Elks'
(Dream ion Claar. '
'CURED BY CUTICURA
One Application Soothed Film
to Sleep. Cure Speedy
and Permanent.
"When my little boy was three
months old his head broke out with a
rash, which was very itchy and ran
considerable watery fluid. We tried
everything we could, but he got worse
all the time till it spread to his arms,
legs, and then to his entire body, and
he came near dying. It itched so he
would scratch till the blood ran, and a
thin 7ellowish stuff would be all over
his pillow in the morning. I had to put
mittens on his hands to keep him from
tearing his skin. He got so weak
he took fainting spells and we would
think him dying. He was almost a
skeleton and his little hands were
thin like claws. -
"He was bad about eight months
when we tried Cuticura. I had not
laid him down in his cradle in the
daytime for a long time. He had got
so that he just slept in our arms all
the time. •
INSTANT RELIEF
"I washed him with Cuticura Soap
and put on one application of Cuti-
curs Ointment and he was so soothed
that I put him in the cradle. You don't
know how glad felt when he felt bet-
ter. It took one box of Cuticura Oint-
ment, pretty near one cake of Cuticura
Soap, and about half a bottle of Cuti-
curs Resolveut, to cure. I think
he would have died only for the
Cuticura."
Mits. M. C. MAITLAND, Jasper, Ont.
No return in 14 years. Mrs. Maitland
writes, under date of Feb. 24, 1903: "It
affords me pleasure to inform you
that it is fourteen years since my boy
was cared of the terrible skin disease.
lie ha• been permanently cured and
is hearty and strong."
Sold Wirow the world. Oildworsbe M.aIdounin& Cooled FMK a.per MI ses.I.Druc.=.11143121=
5,401/8/—rowl Mow CoDi..; Male




Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines, for the following
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' Niational
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the alaave occasion open
to the public. Tickets vaill 'be solid to
these paints from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lanes
or by acbctresaing the uncleraigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ion, Ky,
W. It TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. 'H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisvilks, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. K. St.
Laois. Mo.
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-





Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.




too Room Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISH/NG,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.






Man Asks to Be Hanged in Murder-
er's Place.
St. Louis, Aug. 22.—Ten minutes af-
ter Henry J. Hensack had been hang-
ed for murder in the city jail here
Monday a man, aged and poorly dress
ed, who said he was Chris Becker, of
this city, asked the sheriff to be al-
lowed to take the slayer's place on the
gallows. He said he wes tired of liv-
ing and saw no reason why he should
not be hanged. He was greatly down
cast when informed the prisoner al-
ready had been executed.
"I am tired of life," he said, "and
Heusack wants to live. Why not let
me die in his place? He would be
better satisfied, I would be better cat
isfied and the law that demands an
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth,
would be satisfied. Besides, I do not
believe the man is guilty. This looks
like a legal murder to me."
The man was locked in the observ-
ation ward at the city hospital by or-
der of Chief Kiely.
Housack was convicted of the mur-
der of hisiather-in-law, and went to
the gallows protesting his innocence
After be had beeno hanged Father
McErlano, who attended the prison-




Harriman, Tenn., Aug. 22.—In a
feud battle near Alice Station Fred-
eriek Miller and his son, John faller,
aged 23, and Fred Johnson were kill-
ed, and Henry Miller, another wart
of Fred 'Met, laird tEl, was danger-
ously wounded. For more than
twenty years a feud war 'has raged
between the Miller and Rawlings
families. As the Millers were attack-
ed from ambits's. however, it is not
known that members of the latter
family were engaged in the fight.
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 339 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints




Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE. Asst
aos South Third Street
Residence over store.
Both Phones I to —Prices Reasonabls
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers &
120 North Fifth. Both Phones 359.






Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 24o at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; I to3p.m.:7tO9p.m.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43t Jefferson
street.
• 4+44,4+




WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE, WA'
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL AND
INSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILL
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-
RIES, RUNABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
THE CITY
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,
SADDLES, cOLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.






St Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, conform
and rest; good service, good table; 11[1 1 1 IT
good rooms, etc. Bats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m. 1
For other information apply to Jas.









I Brervile2t  
1 NOTIOE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes arzd
FUrrptare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court it. Old phone 1311
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room tta Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 4001/2 4roadway,
*ADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated,
H.T.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH' FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office e5i
ALBEN W.' BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law;







OADUCAH REAL ESTA 'rt. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR Cr.
DWG^ f2 W. WEIITTEMOILL. Paadasuish.
CLEANLINESS
is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
'Stasdaid• Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch,
We have samples in our shovrroom
and will gladly quote you prit.W.-
ED. HANNAN, Plumber.
Everyone Invited





WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS 'TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.111.111111111111.1 1 1.1111MDIr









At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
!ROBERT S. WILHELM_ Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
Cne War  $5.00
Six Months  9.5o
Three Months  1.2s
One Week xo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, Aug. 23, igioe.
The Proposed Dual Tariff.
Concerning the proposed dual tariff
—the idea declared is feasible by the
convention recently held in Chicago
to discuss reciprocity and tariff revis-
ion— being the proper idea to give
the people the relief tliey should have
from high tariff there is a wide dif-
ference of opinion. While the idea
finds much endoesment in the north,
where is to be found many benefi-
caries of the high tariff, in other
parts of the states, particularly in
the south, the idea prevails that the
dual idea is no more than a subter-
fuge which on:anises the people noth-
ing at all .in the way of relief. The
Nashville Banner takes the latter
view of the new ide-a and comments
pointedly thereon as follows:
"In the recent tariff conference at
Chicago frequent reference was made
to the dual tariff systems lately
adopted by several of the countries of
continental Europe, notably that of
Germany, and the prevalent idea of
the conference seenaed to be that the
United States should coy the plan
on which these tariffs are modeled_
Yet it is a fact, and some of the
speakers who addressed the confer-
ence seemed to recognize it, that the
high schedules put in force by these
European countries, were aimed di-
rectly at the United States, and were
meant as a retaliation for the Ding-
Icy rates imposed by this country
on the goods that it imports.
"Gov. Deneen of Illinois, in his
speech before the conference, &ems
• ed to take this view of the ttriff situa-
tion when he said:
It has not escaped the notice of
the American people that several of
the nations of continental Europe are
raising up discriminating and prohib-
itory tariffs against the products of
gam fields and factories. They call
us 'the American peril,' and seek to
quarantine against us. What are we
to do about it? Shall we resort to the
law of the talon, or meet proffered
concessions with concessions? Such
are the qeustion-which you are sent
to consider. It is not too much to
say that the nation hopes that out
of this conference will come eugges-
tiring and recommendations which
will meet with the approval of our
president and the congress, and lead
to the enactment of laws and the ne-
gotiation and ratification of treaties
winch vs111 not atone enable 119 to re-
tain the foreign commerce we arlearly
have, but to enlarge it.'
"The tariff levied in this country
having caused retaliation in Europe,
it was proposed by the conference to
meet the situation by copying the
European plan, where all that is nec-
essary to placate the Europeans
would seem to be to establish such
a schedule as would do away with
the resentment felt against us.
"The dual tariff means, in sub-
stance, a conrmercial war conducted
on a system of rewairdia and reprisale.
'A much more sensible plan would be
a tariff arranged solely with a view
of the necessities of the United
State-s, respecting both our domestic
welfare and the requiroments of our
foreign tirade. This dual tariff idea
is but another phase of the old reci-
procity idea incorporated into the
Dingliey bill. The Dinghy rates, it is
now admitted, were made exception-
ally high in order to allow suffis
dent latitude for reciprocity, but the
reciprocity never came. There is
retaliation instead. These facts were
pointed out in the speeches made
before the Chicago conference, but
the erpeaker, were mostly republicans
'who fought shy of any seeming re-
nunciation of the doctrine of protec-
tion, and the plan of minimum and
knee-imam tariff Whet:1111cl; was the
only expedient that fit their peculiar
position.
"Rut the -advocate, of this dual
tariff will have to fight the stand-pat-
ters as strongly as if they contended
for etraight oat tariff reforms Sena-
tor Aldtich was quoted in the con-
ference 'having said in the extra
recision of grease, in 18q7, when
the Dingley 11 was under considera-
tion, 'Vire to give tile country
a methocll of recipricity which 'will
net requare additional legislation;
which can be put in force by the ex-
ecutive.' That was in substance a
dual tariff plan, and it has failed. Sen-
ator m Aldtricf!i,il, no doubt,m,oubst,s 
gratified 
aexpected th t
the result. He is now one of the
staunchest of the ̀ stanclosatters.' The
Dingley rates, made purposely high
that they might 'be brought down by
reciprocal arrangements, still stand,
and Senator Aldrich and his kind in-
tend that they shall continue to stand.
"It would not be sensible to tem-
porize with further dual tariff
schemes, and no lowering - of rates
can be accomplished except by an
open fight and a strong fight for
straight out tariff resiiion."
me 
Will Russia and Japan toetay set-
tlestheir difference's? is the question
the world will ask' itself this morn-
ing. The reports from Portsmouth,
N. W., last night, as told. in the tele-
graphic news printed elsewhere,
prompts the query. Apparently the
outlook is a very uncertain one for
the question to be answered. Then
what? Perhaps Oyama on the fight-
ing line in Manchuria will give the
solution. Still it is all a doubt.
Cairo, scared almost to death over
the yellow fever way down south,
.has finally closed her doors to the
world Well, those cities and towns
which fared so badly from the fever
in 1887 have a right to be scared,
but what if the world .had been shut
against them in the year they suffered
so? Some people forget some times:
Secretary Taft and party are mak-
ing their "junketing" trip to the
Philipinnes, a regular "circus." Tine
party are visiting aH the "capitals"
and putting themselves on exhibition
in a way not at all creditable to the
country.
Bank builders oft become bank
wreckers. Sometimes this is an acci-
dent and sometimes It is a pinpose.
The courts too frequently fail to
solve the true cause.
A SPEEDWAY FOR AUTOS.
Such a Road is Possibly if the Auto-
ists Wish it.
The Watts boulevard which Mr.
George Hughes is building out to
the southwest of the city, through
9orne property which he is opening
for residences, may be secured by the
autoists of the city for a speedway.
Mar. Hughes has consented to let the
road be so used if the autoist want
the right and provided they will help
him secure rights to open the road
several squares more at his own ex-
pense. The idea is strongly favored
by the autoista and the speedway may
in time come to be a reality.
-Watt, boulevard as opened now is
sixty feet wide and about five spuares
long. If opened as Mr. -Hughes
hopes it will be it will be a mile long
and sixty feet wide the entire distance
and accessible at Twenty-first street
and also at Twenty-eighth street
south from Broadway extended. The
bolevard not bring graveled though
graded would make a most desirable
speedway for the autoists and they
know the fact and appreciate the
chance held out to them. The trou-
ble alone in the way is the disposition
of some property holders along the




And Charged With Fomenting and
Abetting Disturbances.
' Havana, Aug. 22.—A, the result of
a court of investigation into the dis-
turbances caused by a collision of fu-
sionists with rural guards and police
during a demonstration of the follow
ers of Gov. Miguel Gomez at Palmi-
ra, in Santa Clara province, August
13, twenty persons, including the
mayor of Palmira and several police-
men, were arrested Monday by a de-
tachment of rural guards and placed
in jail at Cienfuegos. They are
charged. with fomenting and abetting
the disturbances. The mayor was
subsequently released on $1,000 cash
bail. Other arrests have been or-
dered.
PRESIDENT NOT TO PLUNGE
From Deck He Will Only Witness
Submarine's Maneuvers.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 22.—President
Roosevelt announces. that he has no
intention of going down in the sub-
marine plunger which is due in Oys-
ter Bay tonight The president in-
tends to watch the maneuvers of the
plunger front the steam yacht Syloh.
According to Mr. Barnes, (he acting
secretary, the exhibition of the pow-
era of the submarine will probably
take place in Oyster Bay on Wednes-
day.
Evans Holbrook, a Chicago law-
yer, is to become law instructor in
the University of Michigan, from
which he was expelled for a student's
prank.
JAP SEALERS T-DIE IN STORM




Murdered, and Four Rescuers
Also Killed.
Victor, B. C., Aug. 22.—News was
received by the steamer Shawmut of
the return to Halcodate of the Jap-
anese sealing schooner Toni with
four dead and faux voouneleat and with
the news of the heaurder 4 fourteen
other sealer& crf the scholiper Matsu
Mjauo by Ressiatia off the tramtchatka
coast. The Toyer was htaating seals
off the Kurile's "Oren 'picked up
a boat of the Matsu M contain-
ing four men. They i teci that
while hunting off the Copper island
their schooner had foundered during
a storm, -nine of tiheir 'crew drown-
ing with the veseel. The remaining
eighteen, in three boats, nianaged to
retch the Kamtchatkan coast ,about
fifty miles northeast of Cape Loop-
atka. The four men picked up by
the Tora had left the survivors on
the beach to seek a coast settlement
Where provisions could be obtained.
The Tora returned to succor the ship-
wrecked sailors, but when the landing
place was reached 41he Russians open-
ed fire on the Tora's boats. It was
learned that the fourteen shipwreckk-
el seaters had been killed, and the
Tora's sealers were driven back to
to their vessel with four dead and
four wounded. The Toot then re-
turned to Hakodate with the dead
and wounded.•
TROOPS GO TO RUSSELLVILLE
Will Guard Men to Be Tried for As-
sault on Mary Gladden.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 22.—Upon re-
ceipt of information from Circuit
Judge Sandidge, of the Logan circuit
court, that there is &urger of mob
violence, to W. R. Fletcher and Guy
Lyon, two of the men charged with
criminal assault upon the person of
Mary Gladder, a young German girl,
near Russellville, on May 22 last,
when they are taken there on next
Wednesday for trial, Gov. Beckham
directed that two companies of the
state guard and a detachment of a
battery with one gun proceed at once
to Russeliville.
After a conference by the governor
with Adjutant General Haley at Camp
Yeiser, Paducah, by 'phone? , the Lex-
ington and Frankfort companies of
the Second regiment and a- detach-
ment of the battery now iii camp
were given orders to move. The
troop, will be under command of
Major J. Embry ,Allen, of Lexington,
and the twoi companies of infantry
will leave hells at 3 o'elock this after-
noon on a special train.
The detachment of guards ahich
were sent from here was a part of
battery A, under command of Capt.
W. T. isolormire, of Frankfort. They
took with them two gatling guns of
the battery which were here and
much small arm, anounition. The
detachment left here at 11:20 yester-
day forenoon and should have reach-
ed Ruesellyille last evening early
THE LOST WAS FOUND.
Chief Collins Has Returned a Long
Lost Marshal's Star.
After waiting patiently and sob-
bing between times for lost property
Chief of Police Jemes. Collins was
made a happy man yesterday. it was
not that he had falien heir to a large
legacy or anything of that kind, but
because he had returned to him the
first star that he ever wore as city
marshal—a solid gold one 'which was
a gift. He has cause to be proud of
it as it marked the era of his first
election to the office. The star was
a posession that he desired to keep
during his declining years, but had
given up all hope of his wishes to be
realized until yesterday, wIten a stran-
ger wandered into the chief's office
and presented him with hiri long lost
prize.
The person was a steamboat engi-
neer who found it on the levee front
nearly a years ago and Who has
since been living in Nasheilbe and had
never had an opportunity to present
it to its owner.
The star was loaned to the late J.
F. Crow by Chief Collins when Mr.
Cs-ow entered upon the duties as city
Mlarshal He lost it and now its
found *rid returned.
Chief Collins Vig,9 90 overcome with
joy that he forgot to ask the man who
returned the star his name.
Count Vote Today.
The city democratic committee
will meet today with chairman W. A.
Retry to count the vote of Monday's
city primary eleoticm and award the
certificates of nomination to the win-
ning candidates.
Mery Mapes Dodge, editor of the
St. Nicholas Magazine and a well
known author, dies at Manners:vine,
NY.
Three Americans are reported to
have been assassinated by Mexicans the 
penitentiary . It seas a compro-
at San Luis Potosi, Mexintr. Mire 
verdict. •. ,
LOSS IN LIFELAND PROPERTY
FROM WIND IN .MIN-
NESOTA.
Whole Families Missing and Many
Victims of Gale Are Se-
riously Injured.
St. Paul, Aug. Not fewer
than twenty persons are thought to
have been killed and dozen, of others
were injured in a terrffic storm of
wind and hail which swept over a large
portion of Minnesota Monday night.
In addition to the loss of life prop-
erty damage amounting to hundreds
of thousands of dollars WILS done,
houses being unroofed, bridges wash-
ed away, wheat in shock scattered
and growing crops cut to pieces by
the hail.
Tosten Danielson was killed in the
wrecking of a church at Pilot Mound.
Five men at Janesbono reported to
the autorities that their homes were
destroyed' and that members of their
families were missing. Frank San-
ders, is missing, and Mts. Sanders
suffered a broken arm. Her child was
torn from her arms, but escaped in-
jury.
Connection by wire is cut off in the
greater past of the stricken district,
and only meager details are obtain-
abbe.
'Devastation was wrought on all
sides of the twin cities by the storm.
Through all the region from the near
by village of Anolca, south of Fill-
more county, reports tell of disaster
and lose of life and property. Niem-
tiers of families are missing, and it
is believed they are buried under the
debris of their houses and other farm
structures rated by the wind.
Details Hard to Get.
Many instances of maiming are re-
ported and the total loss of life can-
not be known definitely for daya.
Crops which had been cut and
ready for thrashing suffered in many
places and standing corn was dam-
aged by bail and wind. Hailstones
several inches in circumference work•
ed havoc with crops in 901 Ite sections.
Large secttons of railroad tracks were
swept away south of here and rail-
road traffic today was heavily handi-
capped. The damage done to build-
ings and soaps in the southern coun-
ties will reach hundreds of thousands
of dollars.
According to advices received by
General Supt. Goodell, of the Chica-
go Grept Western railroad, two tres-
the bridges and between four and
five thousand feet of track were wail]
ed out last night on the line of the
Great Western reilway between Red
Wing and Goodhue, point, twelve
miles apart. In consequence traffic
with Rochester, Mime, was corn-
pletely suspended from the north to-
day.
Traffik on the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paud and Burlington roads
was completely demoralized. At
L%learev, Minns a large section of the
Milwaukee and St. Paul trucks were
carried away and mail trains today
are running over a temporary track
and are fully seven flour, late. The
washout on the Burlington was be-
tween Maiden Rock and St. Paul and
delayed all trains from .three to six
hours
AN ORDINARY LIFE TIME
Has Mr. A. W. Greif Conducted
Business Where Now Located.
It may surprise many to know
Paducah -has one man who has been
in business where located for 38
years, yet such is a fact.
Mr. A. W. Greif, the blacksmith
and alderman, in 1867 built the brick
building where he is now located.
In that building he has conducted the
blacksmith and woodworking busi-
ness for 38 years. To say that he has
built up an extensive business goes
without saying. It is the oldest
blacksmith shop in the city.
At the age of ii years Mr. Greif"
son, Carl, began work at the anvil
and for 21 years be has produced
the "anvil chorus?' in the same
building. During the score and one
years the son and father have labor-
ed continuously together • earning
tiread by the muscle and sweat of the
brow.
The building is yet firm and solid
and promises to see many snore days
of industry and usefulness.
JUDGE AUXIER DEAD.
A Prominent East Kentuckian Suc-
cumbs to Fever.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Aug. 22.—judge
A. J. Atorier died at his home in Pike-
ville Monday of fever. He was sixty
years old and one of the best known
men in eastern Kentucky. He serv-
ed aes United States marshal under
Arthur's administration, Was republi-
can nominee for congress in 1884 in
the Tenth district, and served as
circuit judge in the Twenty-fourth
district one terni.
Mrs. henry Blackshire tried at
Parkersburg, W. Va., for killing her





ACM  STOR[ 
dinty Bed Wear.
TO THOSE THAT ARE INTE
ING WE THINK IT WOULD BE
LINE A THOROUGH INSPECTIO
THING THAT IS GOOD" ANDDE
Bed
Spreads.
PLAIN BED SPREADS 72576 IN-
CHES AT 75c EACH. NICE
GRADE 76584 INCHES AT 81-33
EACH. 72584 INCH SPREADS
AT $1.00 EACH. 76x90 INCH
SPREADS AT $1.48. A FINE IM-
ITATION OF THE REAL: MAR-
SEILLES—SIZE 76:88, AT $2 cc
EACH.
A VERY PRETTY LIGHT
WEIGHT DIMITY BED SPREAD,
76038 INCHES, AT $.2.5o EACH.
AN IMITATION OF MAR-
SAILLES, 76x88 INCHES. AT 83.50
EACH.
A VERY FINE MARSEILLES
BED SPREAD, SIZE 76x9o, AT $3.69
EACH.
A VERY FINE BED SPREAD
WITH CUT CORNERS, SIZE 76588,
AT $2.75.
FRINGED BED SPREAD, AN
EXCELLENT QUALITY, AT 99c
EACH.
GREEN AND PINK BED
RESTED ,IN NEAT BED COVER-
WISE TO CALL AND GIVE OUR
N. YOU CAN FIND EVERY-
SIRABLE.
SPREAD, SIZE 76x88, AT li.7s
EACH.
A HIGH GRADE MARSEILLES
BED SPREAD WITH FRINGE,
SIZE 76590, AT $348 EACH.
A FRINGED BED SPREAD, SIZE
76588, AT Soso EACH. I.
Mens'
Shirtsr
A FEW MEN'S SHIRTS THAT
WERE WORTH $1.00 EACH, CUT




WE STILL HAVE A FEW OF
THOSE EXCELLENT VALUES IN
MEN'S FANCY HOSE AT toe




407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
LARGE BEQUEST
TO CHARITY
Mrs. Hackley Dies and Institutions
Will Receive Aid.
Muskegon, Mich, Aug. 22. —11iirS.
uha E. liackley, widow of Charles H.
Hackles- who was famous as a
philantbrophist. died Monday at her
home in this city, and by the terms of
her husband?s will one-fourth of the
estate, said to be worth $7,000000,
wili go to local charitable institutions
Mts. liackley had been at the point
of death for several weeke, and was
an invalid for months. When hes-
husband died Feb. to 'he was too ill
to attend the funeral. Unable to gain
relief from an incurable disease at
the hand, of phyaicians, she embraced
Christian science but became no bet-
ter in health. Moe Hackley was born
in 0438 and -met the man she after-
ward married when he was working
in a mill.
FIGHT TO THE FINISH
Kentucky Conference Appeals In-
heritance Tax Case.
Washington, Aug. 22.--The board
of education of the Kentucky annual
conference has appealed to the su-
preme court of the United' Statel a
case involving the right of the Ilhin-
oia state authorities to collect the in-
heritance tax imposed by that state.
When church Imluweity is involved.'
The property in this ewer- -etwriste
of a part of a business block in
Chicago which was devised to the
conference by Mrs. Fannie Speed.
The tax levied amount, to $6,280. The
circuit court for the northern district
of Illinois held the law to be ap-
plicable, but the church people con-
test) that tinder the federal constitu-
tion the property is exempt because
oa-ned by the church.
ACCEPT BRYAN'S ACCOUNT
Litigation Over the Will of Philo S
Bennett iv Ended.
'New Haven, Conn., Aug. 22.-411
litigation over the estate of Philo
S. Benet, a former merchant of New
York City, of which Mr. 13ryan was
executor, is believed to be ended by
the filing of a notice in probate
court yesterday, to the effect that an
appeal of Mrs. Grace Imogene Ben-
nett, the widow, and other heirs to
the alowanice of Ur, Blnyan's ac-
count, will be withdrawn. The
notice four an appead had been entered
for a hearing and today's action by




Female Military Company of Mis-
souri Surprises Beholders,
Columbia, Mai., Aug. 22.—A mili-
tary company composed of the
daughters of Boone county farmer!,
ha• been organized with headquar-
ters at Englewood, eleven melee
southeast of Columbia. The object
of the organization ie to demon-
strate that women, if properly armed.
and drilled, can make just as good'
soldiers as the se/ringer sex. The
company is under the command ol
Mrs. Ernest H. Smith of Ertgle•'
wood, who ranks as captain, and
under her- instructions has become
thoroughly proficient in the manual
of arms. The (wet public drill took
place at a fog-rolling at Englewood,
where, in the. presence of a crowd
of curious visitors from all parts of
the country, the girl soldiers gave
a striking exhibition, going through
the entire manual of arm like vet-
erans.
KERMIT IS AFTER A BEAR
Young RIposevelt Also Ambitious tei.
Become a Mighty Nimrod. .14
Deadwood, S. D., August 23.—Ker-
mit Roosevelt, Stanley Bullock and
Paid Mlartin, in the care of Capt.
Seth Bullock and the guides, Burt
Tilley and Will Hardin, left hero
last night for a ten days' hunting
trip. The Three lads are about the
same age.
Kermit Roosevelt was the recipient
of much attention here and talked
goodnaturedly with everyone he met.
"If I can only get a bear," he said,
"my highest ambition is tri beat mee
Sather's healr-tslaying record, but r
acartely expect to do that.-
MORE RURAL
DELIVERY ROUTES.
Ordered for Kentucky, and McCracliee
en County Gets One More.
Washington. D. C., Aug. 22 --Rural
delivery is ordered established in
Kentucky November I: Arlington,
Carlisle county, route 1, population
710, houses 1422; (Benton, Mar/hall
county, route 3, poptilition 540,
house, to8; Fredonia ,C a I dwelt) coun-
ty, route 2, population ette houses
tos; Melber, McCracken county,
route t, population 634, hottsex it!.
Woman ringer, owner of 'two time-
merit houses and having large sums
in banks, is found dead in two rooms























































































The I. C's. Cheap Annual Run
Catches The Pleasure Seek-
ers-A Safe Run.
Over 500 people took -advantage of
the cheap rafe yesterday on the- an-
nual excursion to the Windy City of
the I. C. railroad. The fare for the
round trip waa es5 and sit tickets
were solid. About so came from
Mayfield and several from Benton.
The special departed at to:2o a. m.
and arrived in Chicago at to o'clock
last night.
Among those who went were: J. T.
Gilbert, Mess Edgar Lyle, Mrs. H. D.
lays, W. E. Cochran and family,
Will ROUER, Dr. P. H. Stewart, Alvin
Sanders, W. A. Gardner, Lewis
Williams, W. E. Buck and son, Mrs.
'A. T. Sutherland, Mrs. Daisy Win-
frey, Mrs. E. C. Garter and son, R.
J. Barber, Miss Carrie Ewell, John
Miller, Wm. Marble, Brent James,
C. F. Nrwvele George Calsell, Mur-
ray Cabell, Charles Bell, Ralph But-
ler, Waiter Farrar, Miss Mildred
Mlaxwell, Miss Eileen Rehkopf, Miss
(-)itra LIM, Miss Ann Settle, Mrs. B.
Wolff, M. B. Lott, E. W. Farrell,
Aleck Lindsey and wife, E. K. Bonds,
Miss Zulu Cobbs, Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Decker, W. A. Lawrence, Miss Jen-
nie Sloan, H. E. Hall and wife, Jed
Elliott, Oscar Liebet, Clarence Lie-
be!, Will Overstreet, J. J. Clark, Miss
Grace Rossiter, Mk. A. B. Sowell,
Mr. J. W. Little and wife, Mr. T. J.
Stahl, Miss Vick Baker, Miss Mamie
Townsend, E. G. Maxey, Mists Angie
Thomas, R. A. Mentz, C. Harrell,
Frank lcs-OW, Allen Kelley andArife,
Emily Unrath, Henry Unratb, Mrs.
Robert Ross and daughter, Fred
Beyer and wife, R. C. Davis, Mrs.
Emdia Phillips, J. J. Welch, L. A.
M. Greif, George Kolb and wife, Rev.
P. H. Fieldts and family, Mrs. Carrie
Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. David Flournoy,
liless Ere Sanders, Mrs. L. D. San-
ders, Dr. W. H. Sanders and wife,
Rev. T. J. Newell and son Thomas,
J. B. Warlord. Mt Hirshfield, J. Cam-
ille, 0. G. Wheeler, Mrs. Dr .Wheel-
er, 'Mrs. L. Lochinaw, Mr. Henry
Schroatri, Dick Williams. Miss Fan-
nie Atoms, Miss Flora Harris, Miss
Adele 'Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Michael, Mr. A. G. Edwards and
wife, Mr. Lawrence Dallama and
wife, E. F. Lewis, Ed Dakon, Oscar
Craig, Cherie, Speck, Morris Klein,
111 W. Coons and wife, Miss Pauline
Roth, Miss Rose Cobb, MT. and Mrs.
F. J. MicEhsee. Mists May Frederick,
J. F. Miller, Mrs. Kate Stuart. Will
Baker and wife, Mr Dalton Rosier,
H. J. Livingston, it. 3 Levy, Alf Le-
vy, Mrs. J. R. Caktwell, W. n.
Young ,wife and daughter. D4ey,
Elmer Townvend, Mirs !tartly Col-
litre Mlise L. Burba, Miss Sue Pura-
ley, Mrs, James Brennan. C. G. An-
derson and wife, H. A. (lapin and
wife, C. W. Ray, R. E. Fulmer, Mrs.
Cordy Story, Dr. 0. Powell and
wife, Dr. R. M. Weight, Mis,a M.. B.
Rabb, Mrs. Lucy B. Roper, Mrs. W.
P. Hay. E. W. Holoand, J A. Jones,
C. A. Skaggs and wife, Mrs. B. B.
}Toole, Mrs. S. A. Boone, Me G. Her-
ring, L A. Phithert. Bob Moehell. A
F. Long. Gordon Head, Farrar Win-
chester, A. J. Fetter and wife, Grant
Bonds and wife. Mrs. A. n Rags-
disk, Fred ,Weatherington, J. A.
Gardner and wife, R. M. Rues-ell, G.
A. Sanders, J. G. Miller, J. P. Trey-
is, Frank Dean. Harry Cunningham
C. L. Dunlap, W. P. Miller, Miss Em-
ma Cts mimes.
'John J. Forney, a hotel keeper of
Camden, N. J., took eeveral boys
int. the woods with him and while
they were not /ooking shot himself
dead with a pistol.









Mt. Carmel, 4.6; falling.
Nashville, 9.6; falling.
Pitte'burg, 5.6; falling.
Davfs Island Dam, 4.6; failing.
St. Louis, 13.9; rising.
Ma. Vernon, 10.3; rising.
Paducah, no; standing.
The Mary Michael laid up at
Ceiro.
The Lyda has gone into the Ten-
nessee river.
The Royal leaves this t
afternoon
for Golconda.
The Buttorff is due to feave at 12
o'clock for Nashville.
The Jim Duffy. departed for the
Tennessee river after a tow of ties.
The barge Ohio with a half million
feet of lumber sunk near Joppa, Ill.,
The Clyde will leave at 5 o'clock
this afte;noon for the Tennessee
river.
The Peters Lee will be let off the
Mound City ways today and will go
to Memphis.
lhe barge was insured for $8,5oo.
The Joe *Fowler will be today's
Evansville packet.
The cradles are yet unfinished to
receive the J. B. Williams but she will
be pulled out on the ways today
probably.
The Lee Line, of Memphis, have an
nounced that they will continue to
operate their boats in the Ohio river
as soon as the river stage will per-
mit.
OTI.00K VERY PROMISING
Work on the Reel Foot Lake Rail-
road Pushed.
Union City, August 22. -At a call-
ed meeting of the directors and in-
corpossitors of the Union City &
Reelfoot Lake railroad, of which J.
C. Burdick is president, held in the
Union City Furniture company's of-
fice yesterday, it was plainly indi-
cated that the road would certainly
be built, and work on the enterprise
speedily puslhed forward.
Chief Surveyor Richard d'Ailly and
Railway Builder J. C. Reed were not
in from their trip over the first roue
of the three to be investigated, but
Dr. F. K. MicRee, who accompanied
them for the purpose of secering
tfle right-of-way and other needed
assistance, was present, and assured
the directors and incorporators that
he was met with open anise by citi-
zens all along the line, who were
willing and anxious to give the right-
of-way, and to assist by subscribing
for stock, or rendering other help to
make the road a reality.
There are two more routes, which
will be gone over, and the one that
offers the best route and the most in-
ducement will be the one liver which
the survey will be made, and the road
built.
COURT OFFICIALS IN JAIL
Justice and Constable Coneicted of
Receiving Illegal Fees.
-
Cleveland, Aug. 22. -Judge Whelan,
in the police cotut yesterday, sen-
tenced Justice of the Peace Fellows,
of Glenville, a recently annexed sub-
urb, to serve twenty days in the
workhouse and to pay a fine of $50
and costs, upon the charge of hav-
ing collected illegal fees from per-
sons 'brought into hie court. Con-
stable A. I. Drew, of Justice Fel-
lows' court, received a sentence of
twenty days' imprisonment and $50
fine and costs, an the charge of extor-
tion. An appeal was taken, both
officials being released on bail.
ALL CLEAN UP
THIS IS -THE WISH AND 012-
DER1OF BOARD OF
HEALTH,
The Work is Not So Third as it
Will Be Beneficial, So
Turn To.
The action of the city council in
granting permission to the board of
health to select an extra sanitary in-
spector for a period of two months
is conceded assuring that we are to
have a :lean city of Paducah. The
city has grown so large that two
sanitary inspectors can not see to all
the places in the city in the time
that is allotted to them during the
present season while the yellow fever
scare is on.
The delay in "house cleaning" is
dangerous and the work must be done
immediately. At the meeting of the
county and eityi boards of health it
was unanimously agreed that to pre-
vent disease the best preisention i.
cleanliness. Dr. A. T. McCortnaek
stated that the fever mosquito could
not ;be quarantined, 'but could be
driven out by providing a clean city
In regard to the newspapers as-
sisting in urging citizens to provide
clean premises, the press has al-
ways asserted that the sanitary con-
ditions needed improvement, but their
requests and suggestions fell on deaf
ears to a great extent.
Since the hoard of health has de-
termined to clean up the city all may
hope to see a .great change. The
board decided to have warrants is-
sued against all persons who do not
keep exan premises and place lime in
closets and provide catch boxes
Let everybody join in and go to
work to make Paducah, an ideal clean
city.
HELD ON UGLY CHARGE.
Walter Coleman Charged With Be-
ing a Car Robber.
Walter Cylemau, who is a flagman
on the I. C. and runs between Fulton
and Paducah, is under arrest here.
He is wanted in New Orleans, it is
slid, on the charge of being a mem-
ber of a gang of car robbers who
would systematically rob freight cars
and sell the goods. It is said with
the capture of Coleman the last one
is now in custody. Coleman, was ap-
prehended Monday night in a caboose
as he came in from Fulton by I. C.
Detective King. He is held awaiting
the a' rrival of requisition papers be-
fore being carried back.
Coleman formerly lived in this
county and enlisted in "Co. K" in the
late war. When mustered out of the
seivice he located in, the South and
only came back a short time ago and
secured a position with the I. C.
BATE'S GALLANT MEN.
Monument Unveiled to Memory of
Second Tennessee Regiment.
Savannah, Tenn., Aug. 22.-Hun-
dreds of soldiers, survivors of the
gallant Second Tennessee regiment,
and visitors gathered on Shiloh's his-
toric battlefield today to witness the
unveiling of the monument erected
by the survivors to mark the position
occupied by their regiment in. the
bloody engagemeet forty-four years
ago.
Judge S. F. Wilson, of the court
of chancery appeals, delivered the
principal address, and Miss Leonora
Cheney, of Nashville, daughter of
Capt. If. J. Cheriey, adjutant of the
Second regiment, unveiled the monu-
ment.
There is a sugar fa-mine in Nash-
viHe because of the quarantine on
freights out of New Orleans.
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Regfain Health
A sure, rapid Recovery from disease-increased





This Perfect tonic builds Flesh and makes Rich
-Red Blood-It is a Predigested food acceptable
to the weakest stomach.
At all druggists and grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts. U. S. A.
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LOST BOTH
THE INDIANS WERE NOT IN
IT AGAIN YESTERDAY.
Six Straight Games Won By the
Alices-Come Here Today to
Play.
Vincennes, Ind,. Aug. 23.-It was a
dirty shame to do it but the locals
Were compelled to take both games
today. Errors in both games lost
to Vincennes. Douglas was in fine
form and held the Alices down to
three measly hits. This makes six
straights or the first half for Vin-
cenes and from what has been seen
of the clubs during the present
series, it is a foregone conclusion that
the Indiana boys will win every
game.
The weakness of the pitcher's staff
and the reckless playing of the In-
dians is attributed the cause of their
magnaminious downfall.
The score of the first game was:
RHE




The second game resulted:
R lat E




The second game required to in-
nings to decide the winner in aslug-
ging match and error contest.
Corning Here Today.
These two games concluding that
part of the series of thirteen games
which were to ;be played in Vin-
cennes, the two clubs are due here
today to begin a series of six games.
There is no information to the con-
trary So the victors and; the Whip-
ped may be looked for and a game
this afternoon at the park, can be ex-
pected.
Here Kentuckians Won.
Trenton, Tenn., Aug. 22.-Local
Athletics were defeated here by the
fast Hickman team. Score, 5 to o.
Phelan of the 'Athletics, struck out




Federal grand jury has tip investi-
gation of Dr. Salmon's affffairs in
bureau of animal industry.
GOV. BECKHAM
COMES TO THE CITY AGAIN
THIS EVENING.•
Will Visit Camp Yeiser Five Days
and Review the First Regiment
Tomorrow.
0
Gov. Beckham and staff comr to
Paducah this afternoon from Frank-
fort to remain five days in Camp
Yeioer and review the First regiment
Thursday afternoon and the Third
regiment on the 28th. A committee
of citizens and' officers of the camp
will greet the governor at Broadway
and Eleventh street, where he will
leave his private car on arrival, and
escort him to the camp. This even-
ing the young men of the city will
tender Gov. Beckham and his staff
another dance at the Wallace park
pavilion and on Thursday afternoon
a great crowd will greet him on the
occasion of the review of the First
regiment in the league ball park. The
dance alone is private, a cordial in-
vitation being extended the public
to the review and other 'exercises.
Yesterday the drills and athletic
exercises at the camp attracted many
spectators though the rain in the af-
ternoon rather marred the full en-
joyment of the attractions. Today
the drills and the parade occur at the
same hours as heretofore.
Getting in Shape Nicely.
The construction work on the plant
of the Hardy buggy company contin-
ues to move along very rapidly. One
of the additional builleings has been
almost finished and the other dile is
going up at a rapid rate. Contrac-
tor George Ingramewho is doing the
wood swyrk that is required to get
the building ready for businese, says
he will have everything in tip top
shape by October 15.
Was Successful.
The meeting conducted for a week
at the La Center Methodist church
by Rev. Cap Owen, of this city, and
Rev. A. C. Holder, of Louisiana, was
closed last Sunday night. It was a
very fruitful meeting particularly as
Po the addition of members to the
church. The converts numbered 22
and the community was greatly re-
vived in a religious way.
Pope, ire order to recognize growth
of church in America, may name a





We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
-both American and foreign-
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite






The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 755.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
William E. Curtis in a Chicago pa-
per tells of the new mining country
about Goldfields, Nev., where stories
cf fabulous treasure still attract, and
ohere modern automobiles take pas-
sengers and freight across the desert
sands from railways to the rising
cities.
Talk of discontinuing the eighteen
hour New York-Chicago train sthed-
tile is ended by the addition of et,-
coo,000 worth of equipment to the
Pennsylvania special.
Only 9 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a Bushel.
Best Kentucky Lump 11 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
C. M. BUDD, Manager
OP 00 • lb en 00 • • 00 Both Telephone Numbers 254
gale
^ItImps ux rroc;sTKP!'..PLIc.:.
Wens. of Information. Perealuiss UP
Cetiartry Departsurtri-Eramoo
Excellent Disko,.
Altiminum is now being used exv
iensively as a material for toilet arti-
cles. It has advantages over eilveg
hi being light in weight arid never
tarnishing, while it costs less and cal
be treated in an equally virt1st10 man-
tier, says Bosh% Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
Work wonders sometimes if one has
a reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of it
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
gillof consomme in which is die,
solved half as ounce or even less
gelatine. Put this into paper cases
or into little china molds and set
an ice for as long a tinae -as neces-
sary, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
014 potatoes should always be
placed over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice ws
ter for eta hour or two after hecliva
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is *tarred with
grifled rreats, etc. To make it, put
twia tablespoonfuls of fresh butter
in a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the point a a sii
rev knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
glen this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into dainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
*hopped olives and a little mayors.
liaise.
To stuff an olive, peal the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels ,
an apple, being careful-not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
ased in doughnuts and fried drop
eakes, causing the dough to burst out
bs very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow-
ler makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have Ulf beet results, either pot the
htsenit into an oven of moderate
gather than intense hest, that they
say have tines to rise before a brown
41,00S hi formed, ter let them stand
boa minutes to rim, sad then pull
them tato • hot oven.
Groaned chicken or creamed impale
treads may eke the plate of creamed
oysters, and ine really more whole-
some and moos easily procured. Par-
boil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each palo allow one can of
ranahrooms washed and chopped fins.
Stir these into a pint of cream sauce,
*here chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully boiled and cut into dice al-
low a can of mushrooms and a plat
of cream sauce.
FASHIOIABLE FEMININITY.
Attractive restorer. of Waists awl
Goern• for Sammie? Wooar.-A
Season uf Flounces.
---
Apropos of revivals, it may not be
Weise to hint that a return of the
pannier overskirt is peraiatentls
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat ,for
bummer shows a felt crown and
Straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waist. are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with.
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
Sent by Persian embroideries is •
isonspicuoun favorite of the best dee
Signers, and daring bits of contrast
maks a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
towns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
joundation for the skirt.
Tied silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
rhey are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red ant)
black.
There is a new China silk which io
distinguished by perpendicular Unto
of open work.-like drawn work, with
a dainty lotereroven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
deep -"ten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
loco aded with narrow velvet rito
ny color desired.
is to be a season of ruffles
a number co the new fancy
.ta are made with frills down the
sometimes; a single narrow one
m the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
Seeing opposite way*, so full as to
form a jabot and concealing the Is.,.
toning of the bodice.
Keep Sb. Mother Tomas and Sloppy
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fin* ought not to belong
inclusively to babies. We took out,.
rageoss liberties with mother's sweet
face when w.1 lay cooing in her arms,
anti she was the happiest of vv.-monis
aoneerinsate. Is it not a pity that
throligh our years of neoeseary train-
we should forget the trick of
g with her ly the time we are
No girl. I am sure, could poor
pret mc hits moaning
to turn sober ossoadors-
11" 9te are ,;b Mast I
Mons into feollYtte many matters
mall, DMUS is th"his cease of %maw
would be impreeed 11\ in; and this wile
shed 
r 







fits OF ANCIENT =Tine
laborer* al WIlltanesbarsa T., Sas
earth What Appears to C.
eta illoarreely Visitor.
What seemed to as fragments of •
magnetic iron meteor, which may have
lithoondsd to th& earth centuries age,
was discevered the other dax by some
laborers who ars exsavating a soling
in Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The &se
'ovary was made at • depth of 40 fast,
it being neoessary to remove a lifU N
loot high before tka sidewalk loved was
Peached.
Upon reaching • ten-foot depth in
the cellar excavation the man same
upon the hard substanos, and at drat
believed it nothiag tart solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, made
!hem examine it more closely, and
whoa they out into a large pleas of
the matter they found the (starter was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath •
iieniace several inches deep of ter&
mod yellow clay..
sThe search was sate:idea fiedithrie
and the men same upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and ale* a Mies
itead. All the matter was turned owe,
S. Prank N. Schell, the econtraator,
who will transfer tho relics to SOraa
laarienra.
"It appears to me," maid Mr. flat(
"tkat when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the easel& like
a shower of hailstone, would. That
Ike pieces are all ancient be eatdoul
from the hard yellow slay widish moo
Mounts each plees."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Iillso.ilosviag Devi.* of Spools* lettrin
C. no rooted on $eine of Me
Warships.
The navy department is prorates
porno of the warships wttli • new life
raft, says a Washingtha lapse& to
the New York World. It aosaiste •11
an elliptical sapper Ube menurwhal
flattened, with air-tight ea/apart,
meats, strengthened by las. The
robe 1. iaoseed in cork, Wound With
*eaves and made ebsolneely wester-
bight Attacked to this float 'is a
rope setting three feet deep, frets
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. Tko nettiag is suspended
en the inner side of the deist 'rose
flags which travel on laskiage, e
that the bottom rests la the proper,
replace no matter Isaiah side of the
float falls upon the water when it
I. throws overboard. U does sot to
quire to bs righted. &Olmsted op
tarsal &beat; it is ready for serrist
Ohs =omelet it strikes the warm
Oara are attached to tbe si&os of the
Goat to propel It whoa It is erosupled.
Illsough perusals eannot get on this
matt to sink It, sad, 'mike the lifer
heat, It cannel sepsis* es founder,
ast. Mrs • raft, go to Swam against
the sides of • dip.
The war department he esmeidertag
the &Qv:natality of equipping army
aransporto with eke same wort cal
float.
NAUTICAL SCHOJL AT MANILA.
Naval Ofiloials to Do Evoryttollair roe.
to Isere... ratoteeiry
of Digo Isstitutios.
Naval officials at Manila bighead to de
everything possible for tho recess of
the nautical school at that place. This
institution was inherited from the
Spanish goverumeat. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard R. Tomalley,
Oaited Stales navy, who was recently
detached fr..= that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain freer.
star business relatiros with army sub.
staleness officers Anothes
officer has been placed in charge of the
Li. titution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine ishinds in
such professional duties as will eqatts
the cadets to perform the duties of
masters and officers of merchant yew
eels. But, while the education is chief.
ly of a technioal and a professional na-
ture, the student. also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
breaches of mathematioa, geography,
grammar, English and history. !
It is contemplated to provide the
ashool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruo
don in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro.
fession for whisk the students are to
be prepared.
WIrei••• Telegraphy tor Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
,at In his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washinp
km, the necessity of equipping Amer.
lean men of war witha system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon aa the sp-
propriation is obtained he will rscous
mend tie system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
sou Clover, naval attache in London.
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, hhe rear admiral has recoup
needed to Secretary Long that *wire-
less telegraph expert be seat fa Eng-
loted to represent tk• navy in the
trials of the two new systerins do.
'eloped by Lloyd's stoney.
Illeetrteity en Now York Geetral.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
lSe.. from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more thus
• posalblity of the near turns. It la
said that an electric engine, in many
if its details unlike anything now is
Pirytes, has been perfected, and that
II will soon have a triel. If its an.
seas to as great as is promised., steam
power may pass from the Grand *Wm
Wal lialdes before January 1. Jim
A JUNGLE "INFAIR.*
• 6 • ago there : 
eoaihern 
it.111 revLL l4 A.orth:Tn "
a rural motile which the pedhls la
the tcus4s.ignat.dps the 'jungle.' a term
of OOntu.m517 head dll /own from a period
whoa this portion dale county was isalatad
tOrbeliaatable roads Sed oovered with donee
timbers. The "auks's". tell behind ia the
march of prowess. like farm watts& con-
veyed the family to chunk on Sundays whoa
the people en thoiigetwroed.• in "mains
wagon.s" or owned There was arse
r;;;:a4, the *tare log house withstyle of which dig
osu roan and a hitch en at the ilia
Lights streaming *rough the aas
showed such decorations ea the
walla as a shetgua Mai rifle, the liana pow-
hash and huntink pouch, and treflame
the hunt, while go wintivevenings the
firelight hien the cavernous fire
i" three shadows is. and out among Assetcaoe scot °Mom, a dried pumpkin, and
"naiddlia's" suspende4Jrom the rafters.
The houseiliziliar ich Ilbster Lane was bast
stood In a cleared space in the iseart
ol the "Jungle." Here the grew to wormier
hood with O• wider aperience with the ma.
side world than the weekday walk to the
&serest will," and as annual jocose; laths
sounty seat in tair time.
Her int hardship mans to her at the ego
of six, when s male trudga each day fon
11 miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" ware soon ever, the boyi
getting ths most of the "schoollze " because
the girls married as4 had no use far A.
There were no bachdee maids in the "jam
;le." Marriage was • aprtainty about whisk
thamrould be no docrin.
Hate Lane boing,tod. 
smart 
at the natives of th
"jangle" called a It
e
yea expected she would make a good match.
If the Lane Immo Wm more tucturevel••
than some of its neighbors it was becalms
Hastar's hand trained the morning &ore
vine over the window in summer and,hid
the woodpile behind a hank of sturdy holy.
hocks and prises.' leathers. Tin pew
and palls ohm* nowhere elm with sash
brightaws aid luster as they did on that
beach outside the kitchen door. Besides
/fester had pieced more patchwork guilts
en the long winter evenings than any *the
girl in the "Nagle," where s feather bed
and be:faint and a oow was the dowry every
bride was expected to bring to her haw
band.
Hester had her choice between Squire
BIndmo's son William and "Jan" Gillian,
whom father wars tie big land owner ta
the "Jungle" and could set off ten scree
fee the young people to *tart out with.. Be.
tag a prudent-minded young woman, Bow
tor took "Jim" and the weadtag day was
sot dor Ootorber.
Squire Bludsoe, who had "tied tie knee
In every marriage enrszeasky which had
takes places ta the lune, fer •
odkiated, and supplemented the
vita sock solemn advice as he deemed
asesestry taw the you morphs to talus.
wedding1s: celebration being the "inhale ea the
ta the "jungle" was a quiet afid*
folkrerbig day, when the =husbana tea
his hrila to his father's
Pe end read Harter looked as she
set based* "Jim," ea the frost wee if the
per vsave Jo her "Wale drew of "thy
woe dentine trimmed with white lam a•
the ruffles, and bar last smeatee PA
leawated with fresh ribbon hews. This
pale sway oostu.ma raorammtad the site.
en the sale of sap and butter above the
=m8Atrocz.n ao for many weeks. It wa
tea a sewing machine aid
ciufdLmlboa• if the lexeria if the Lae
Ferfzy as they were, the "Infatr"
wire arriving before them.. The cluars
were arranged In • semicircle &mond the
teem. sad "Jim" and Harter eat down
sear the epee doer. The company, the
elder members first, came forward one by
antrand shook them by the hand and
bred their congratraatinaa fere au
'sly ate pkrase in which the good wake,
meld be creravayed, "I wish yen mach toy,"
repostod task asighbor, eclamnly, an soll
deers agnet. Think there was silence is the
room, the pests staring itleekty at As
bra. Lad groom, whe relieved their sup
berreamosat by eeresairmal whimpers to each
ether.
ealivened the festivities of the  
When the tads and witty teYiattlyinV
were exhausted soma of the older folk' ha
gait .reminassaaing ed former wedding im
saidass.
ire amens how the world does &•1s.i
Vicels "Jimnsy" Taylor.- He and Ye
°Agee Leant," wire the piamaaal
of the 'eagle." 'You young Mb=
pM married and start out In the
acwsdays don't Inane what hard raise era
You've lumber to floor your house with,
and a mak stove, and you can two aerie
and skeins sad teats already marls- is
ao OD years ago, when Ian?. and I
got hitoke4.
sri 
sari I. betas a mains
come ever am be the IllisotsZ
lived at old Kaskaskia.
tirea of Tanners.* hill*, turned up itz
E
lay and went ta work for him.
Laura helped in the town planting. We he
warn all dace by blond he these days, e.a4
hi lore ahd ware mania& One day died
Iwrholt Lanza op behind me on • boresall our worldly goods tied In •
bundle we started out to leak our forial
we reached the "tmaiple," and sitMasdap 6
hi a new pountrr, We vv.
pieee of Lead azd bara arabii. I nod/rag
the furattaors with my amp heads, and
peeked to,thmais la he dreplao.
ogto 
t.uis for  
oe .tat hi alone 1.
'ohm of Illtaaesika Vargo Lag
Mianesota fares leads have 49.
shased more than 141  pea all
able ANA'S the NO NM Sow%
wildernass, but the 'radians were gone,
there weal anything more dangerous in
the woods th= varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'infer'
eAce. daya" said 'Jim'? father Wee larize7 and venison, which we AO ta
woods, and for take and pie we 1164
Fere penes baked la the seals on the
'Jim'? mother didn't have a
ereddiag dram like 
sr 
HesteLirm.lt
Haney eelner skip won
the wool for It, tea fere wtan't no
hai
ls them Wet the girl war prsadwhe
rat a bit of maim to make • anahoesi
There would have beim ram stork, of
prod old days wile,' simplicity reigned
wielding femeez lt2, the men mad
py tits ottes-eXep,"
tret lageh
la tan acres wrs In Ts:
I pow hams was ready In the
Distill evening 'Bill" Madam, t4s so-
sOter, to ahow that be oheviehed 1.
bumf 1 hie fiddle aa4 there wee *
the are b. a "herearsreher
int
ZNI)d.AL PSYCliOLOCtl
Questions Suggested by the Pecu
liar Habits of Raccoons.
Splatlene el leathern Observer al
the War-. of the Seemingly La,-
- teal/Arent Little Denison&
of the Woods,
hmearmal psychology is to be studied,
S nee, in Paris," said an observant
Arian recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
'abject up is a systematic* way. That
la * good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
doubt Ns productive of much interest
Ing data. Heretofore what schaatists
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, and it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the purely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
smehng the so-called exact sciensea,
Bur it has occurred to me that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one may find so much that is artificial,
so much that is out of harmony with
fhe natural order of things, would
not be the place to prosecute in as
latelfigerit and satisfactory way a
study of this interesting arubjeet.
Surrouodings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor-
tunity for the observance of mental
promises in the lower -order of life,
although, of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
adopted by Europein scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
Slates these scientists might find much
data that would give them • more
detnite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.
That little trick of theoppossum, for
lastance, when he felg-ns death, shows
an element of shrewdness which one
rarely finds in orders of intelligenoe
suppooedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why Is it that he will leap up on one
side of a tree and then jemp as far as
he can from the other side? It is •
trick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be-
lieve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
practiced this game for so long that
no well trained dog will ever howl up
s tree until he has chrelod around it
several times to see if the game has
sot resorted to the usual make-believe.
'Why is it tha• • 'croon, when the
tree is falling under the effect of the
hunter's ax. will ecamper dowa Ego
trunk of the tree toward the stump?
He has two reasons for doing it. In
the first place. unless the dog knows
his business, he will rush out in the
direction of the falling tree, believing
the tarne will scamper out from the
top. In the second place, he reasons
that it is safer for "body and limb.
Is either event he Ls reasoning about
the thing. It is a psynhological prop.
es*. Instances have been reported
oy hunters of whore 'coons would
leap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who would
hang around the stump until they
sould scamper down the trunk of ths
sree. But the rule Is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make."
concluded the observant citizen, "is
that the woods are fified wit\ these
evidences which might give the sci-
tritists a clew to the reasoning met hr
oda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
lossioasi Charges ta the Colo. •1
Certain learnt& and Birds
4alekly Ilerear.
A polar bear would not have •
ahance in stalking meals if it were
of • darker color. The only black-
spot about It is the tip of its nose.
The sailors who first landed on veil-
ous unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals, and begin to stalk
them at a considerable distance, lying
iown fiat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bohan shows
the old polar boar at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an hummock, when
they would get Ito, peer over to see
If the "seals" wete alarmed, and
wriggle on again. The sailors added
that they could always see the Verne
aose when the bear got up near, and
vowed that the bear put his paw over
els muzzle to hide it. The arctic
?coxes, the "blue" halo, the ptarmigan.
rhper and ermine all undergo the sea.
tonal chshars to white by an identical
process, says the London Spectator.
rho hair or feathers, as the case
might be, tee* color and turn white
ay what may almost be described aa
an instantaneous process. In the
foxes and birds tb• white comes in
patches; but the speed of the color
%hangs is remarkable. There are
many stories of people whose hair
bag turned white from shock "in a
single night." Judging by the birds
and foxes, those stories must be true.
No ona ever seem the process of fad-
ing going on. The feather or patch
of fur which was brown or sinotry
pay suddenly whitens. Yet no eine
has act-sally seen the color going.
Th. explanation usualy given is that
It takes place by night. There heenes
so "half way" that •etweea the white
and the original oolor.
- 
ta oat of to Rata.
The' Tather--1 .was earl Jabm get
&looted to °engross.
The Motber--Yea, We sorest se.
Sof. He has Oile4 we maw rare of
*MU, 4s MAIM
Myrna GIRLS TENT LOY%
illaeralar !Veal-toe That Is ladinleped
In by Some Tawas P•apte to
Peasaytvaatei.
At Shamokin. Pa., some queer erm.
isms have *survived the march of pray
rem among the Poles and Rtundana.
Dias of them observances Le "awitoin
hag day." It is a favorite day for
bashful lovers, for swiftness Of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
ture* tho belles af the ociroznamitha
says an eastern exchange.
_par days the man has been In train.
Lug for the run v4 his lila, while the
maids lidjuro owlet* and rub lint'
sant en their kneecaps every night
ere wooing slumber. finally the
morning of "wwitabibeg day" arrives"
The man see before himiall the meld-
me of hie village. He may take his
pink. All he must do le to mitt& and
'witch and duck with water the oas
et his ohoirm---the maid whom he
would have for his wife If oho is
doctor of foot than ha and escapes
ate In free. If the man is waged of
big quarry oho molds= feu away
*toast his feet are dad Is Lead=
shoat.
"Switching day' at Itheenakin
niater Bundy, wham all elm lads and
hams of the ematry round stand
gather at the town for the annual
mooting. I girl's Martine to sans is
soraepted so • token that oho is not
averse to her purirose The math's
start Is somptod tio a prepospal, and
ao matter what misfortune may be-
fall hie goarry be intuit rovide.far bar
all the days at his future We.
Pathetic indeed was the Ultatration
of this teat in the cam of Pusan Man.
bolt, who was by aU °Oda A. ham&
manes* est in the Bassian salon/es
for man" ulnae shout. Nee was tall
oad slender and her cams wore two
Idea. She was crowned with
hair, wided• grim in dainty
Mame upon her heed. Mime adanbati
had mor• suitors than oho maid wr
'opt, and she was vary eery. Thiel od
hoot, tho maid had, sines arriving at
• marriageable age, pared one
aNserItiablus der' in safety without the
giving of her
Wm Ma:stool" tilltaresaon A. we.
sent festival ocosaion had imooeredoill
in outdistancing all her rmrsners,
Varty were the rsoco ale had run, but
airrer bail a switch co? is pot, of Water
some within reaching distanos of kes
petto farm It was thee that Andrew
Xebtnaky, a shrewd rang man, who
had purposety wafted until Was Ham-
look had b000mo fatigued, revs chasm
Off darted the maid, and after has
aped tbso pars:mi.
Dewy) the railroad track &ay
pushed. all unheeding. So excited
were both oonteertante-the man raw
ming for a wife, the girl for liberty'-
that the approach of a train was as
noticed_ The engine tooted shrilly
and at its blast Ms Manbok, al•
✓ighted, stombled and fell upon the
rail_ Both of her legs were cut off
below the loxea. but the doseorater
• will live. iva. And Kohinsky,
loss of her being a cripple, desatervh
that he will keep ble oveinitirev des wed
her host as Does = :Ado Is
leave the nurse's oars.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Dative* anal Is tirrerstioro Di worst of
•m•tas Teas. Folks is CMS-
tiro Emote*.
Trod W. Carey has recently bom
traveling through an almost unknowa
part of the Chinese &ban stators, which
lie between China proper and Burnell.
La de account of his journey, which
ho recently read before the Soya)
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the cone
try, though his opinion of the men Is
bat nr, flattering, say* the Tow Yeah
Boa.
In their faces and figure, he ears,
them Shane resemble the Japanese,
and • the women are, to say the least,
Nit as unconventional sod fascinating.
Moss the resemblance ends. The man
aro lazy, good-for-nothing fellows, whe
naves' work unless they aro absolutely
obliged to do lee The women toil dur-
ing the summer in the rteo fields and
spend their time when at home he
weaving cloth and in household du-
ties. They wear a very pretty eon
tarn*, Including a long white peter
*oat, which is much more becondfig
than tho ugly miPahapea trousers oil
the Chinese womon.
Mr. Carey describes a dive-mica of
A. young, people which very much in-
terbred him. As be passed through
the villages the feria often provided
themselves with cotton seed balla,
which they call love balls, and many
times he was pelted with these love
missiles. lie says they were of °oarse
act intended to convey say montage
to him, but at the festivities vothiok
take place during New Year's those
colored balls have a very important
part to plea. Oa these occasions teeth-
lag Gould be more elgolficiant to a
roam, man, for she is very careful Is
throw it only to the partIcrubor young
man whom oho would like' to marry.
Thus she expresses hay preference for
One Or of the swaina. U Che
gem( man ostahas the ban, the fact
le a sure Indication that he metal.,
to wed the girl, and the engagement
might am well be annonn.sed at ono*.
Put if he mimeo the ball, the tact la.
&mites that be foe, not reciprocate
the affection the maiden desires to
I
give him, and be meet find a loser
eleowlurre. At all other times the game
is simply a mode of flirtation, wham
the maiden OT man who fails to este&
the ball must pay a forfeit to the
thrsrwoo. •
01111~ Curia.
The queen's toothiest wear wig,
whisk ha% eight rows of merle, where,
go these of the plum of Widow are
moos rows, sad twee of the
sieyer et larrilee ere ekes ggJa
TE11 REVENGE OF ANIMALS.
IUDs Vaelosaaat ilmatlastorat Samoa SS
Is Well Developed in Memo
ta 'Mena
Al number of autherntie anecdotes
have beam collected by Le Tour do
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge is very well do'
veloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for examples
have long memories when they ar•
subjected to treatment that Blurt@
their feelings. Capt. Shipp., of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent *heir be next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him; but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form. -
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephauUt at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
in great demand, which gave unusual
value to a welt that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
It. driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a Ter]
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The smalls,
elephant, conscious of his inferior
strength, showed no resentment but
bided his time. One day he sew his
enemy standing broadside by a well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the sits
and tcontiled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary toile of an Lee
discreet person whom he saw tasaine
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with le*
tome salad which no elephant has any
use for. The animal was rather slow
in anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whoa he suddenly seized tie man's hat
fro* his head, tore it into shreds an&
Snag ho fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
A Britiah magasinat told, awhile
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter and never missed a
chance to mix up in a row. Moat al
the doge in the neighborhood bore
soars as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
bier in a fight. The idea finally ow
seared to them, however, that there
La strength in ugion, and so one night
about a dozen of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within. an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
haflicted. When h• recovered from the
scrimmage he was ach•nred dog. hay.
Mg wholly lost his taste for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith, a weakliest, toW
Darwin that one day he saw a tame
baboon in South Africa bespatter with
mud as officer, who, all spick and span,
was on his way to parade. The offices
had frequently teased the animal.
which took this effective means of as
venire, Parrots also are among the„,
animals last do not soon forget pea
sons who tease or maltreat them.
They novelly hhd some way to the
some sepleasant` moments to those
who are unkind to them.
START OF JUR SHOE TRAWL
11•41.4 of the Original Parlor,ot
B. Placed ou Reitibitiee In Aso.
ton Leather Itspeelilea.
There Is to be a shoe and loathed
exposition in Boston, which cantle.
ues to be the ohief market for boots
and shoes in th• United States. and
one feature of it is to be • reprodso.
Lion of the original shoe factory in
the United States, says the New 1 orb
For many years after the settle-
ment of the American colonies no at.
tempt was made to manufacture
boots and shoes for the market, foot-
wear being imported from England
and France. This was a period of
hand-made shoes exclusively, and in
towns large enough to have a local
shoemaker, het supplied all the need&
of the inhabitants. In towns not
large enough to sustain a village cdto
bier a traveling shoemaker went fronts
place to plaee, stopping • day or •
weak at mak.
So far ea is known, the first shoo
factory in Massaehneetts was cite.
sled in Danvers, not far from thee
historic house in which Gen. Porter,
of revohttionary fame, was born. An
early as 1786 various shoemakers were
at work currying, rutting and shoe-
making at the original faetoiy ta
Danvers.
The original shoe factory of This-.
rear can, it to onid, be reprorineid
without undue expense, arid as the
boot and shoe interept in Massaelres-
setts is now not only well established
but enjoying an unusual amount of
cowunercial prosperity, with a large,
foreign market than it e'er had be.
fore, it is thought probable that the
exhibition will be representative to
many respects.
The chief countries to which Amelia*
loan shoes are sent are Australia,
'In gland. the West Indies, Cape Town,
exioo and Canada.
now to lowest.
'The man who We the most out of
Ufa is the one whe is always be
up, who ire determined that everything
he does, every Investment he makes,
shall leave him a little higher op, •
Attie further on.. To learn, therefore,
how to spend for the higher faoaltiell
anstead oi the lower, oo that the manly
htialltlea, rather than the animal, max
be developed, I. a problem that sear%I
trouts na.--fiticrass.
Seamy wean
Too will ilits a good mew WM WS












BY. TO ie. MORGAN,
1"Them k a wreck town at atemeleil
bouse-a wreck that was formerly a piece
el blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wrech
la question used to be saluted by his creel
'tors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all warn joy, la the highed
stave; now is morrow aud woe in large
esatities and a dilapidated bureau la to
inarkably small pieces.
Tim bureau in question arrived La the
Illiayfiower, so Spooner used to proudly ao
sari. Unfeeling neighbors used to sons
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come in the Art.
but neighbors will carp and let their imp
. Sten through your cribbege-patedi in wild
and bristle freedom, so de will take thole
•
4 'seers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was beet the
subject that worried Spooner just before
4 the pall of darkness and bumps settled over
the happy home. How to gee it, away was
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's esio daughter, Cycloaire had,
at least, been so fortunate as to wrest a
leafiest being, who made her hie wife-end
She wee Cyclone' Spooner no longer. It
is nee the purpose of the writer W die
tribute the Idea that, but for this time
ly etas& at matrimony, Mies Simmer would
hey* Some more altitudinoes. Far from
it! SS simply ceased. as • Spooner, te
make the menu at three daily repasts loot
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and tot.
mark plaintively that woman's mission or
earth was not clearly derfeed around th.
dale&
Now that their daughter bad succeeded
ta oommitting matrimony In the tine
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved te
do the proper and appropriate thing. Alto
Witch Centicular thought, they decided ti
present her the sacred bureau, arount
which clustered such liellowed seciedations
Ilk. themes indigenous to an old buffet.
robe.
The seared bureau was located in the
semond story of the Spoorier domicile, Is
the "spare" bedroom! How to get it down
Maim was the question.
The time, several years before, whom
Haggle the drarmsn, had raised the pos
&roue piece of furniture to the sewed
story window, by means of mutes rope and
profanity, was still fresh La Spoorier'smind.
Be remembered that Jaw heel measured
the bureau, which was an enormously do
• sloped affair and teen had measured Ose
sta,rway.
"Too wide for the stairs." less Jaw' WIN
diet.•o Se without any more foes he had pro
seeded to haul it up the side of the house
and introenoe it through a window.
But Spooner consider* himself • peer it
Po way of sametrated think, to any two
legged draymen that ever waive hairy hor-
ror lee • beard and charged 40 pieces el
Aver let earning • eneent trunk two
blocks. He knew, without measuring. that
the steins ware wide gnosis for the be
ima. Magee-handed and &lose he attacked
lie lognieries piece of furaitare in its ows
stem spare bedroom
By &et of much polling and an equal
susiest of healing, he succeeded in wreee
lag it to the head ef the stairway, in spite
at the fact that it seemed eestinually to
sock . ita driers into. the. door,. in se eeter
mined siert to rest the departure.
(betties ahead, he carefully lowered the
bureau toward himself. The overshoe wee
only marred by the trifling solidest of a
Abe drawers slipping out at es and the
time, and ail but the 1st ciao herb
some portion of Speiser's penes seet
I tat • woods shower, epee him. Gad
below in the "jog" el the Asir
pay. The last and emvierat drawer de-EIla hem the regular order usted lit, wrong Nide up, on Spooner's
shoulders and hewed head. His held
emceed.
• the Mortimer heirloom slipped and the
deersid= fell forward no..hon . the= tz
kiin gelidly beaug hthe chin.
they went, with all the assitement
eel celerity that attend the passage at
'emu reeking frantically down the eorridore
at thee.
Spooser was a trifle In advance of the
bureau when both arrived in the "jog" at
Ilbe statrway.
The drawws weigh hot seed. theta-Leah
• few seconds before, lay in • confused heap,
with all possible earners upward is wet
4 mane the se hilarious Spooner
He landed en ail thew corners and see
and more that seemed to pot In an appear-
saw for that oceosios only, and the es
Skeet and vindictive bureau stood square
0 on ite head on his quivering eorporosity.
A wild, sealed yell, se sharp yet so vol
enunoua that It startled the bats out of the
ehininey and brought Mrs. Speiser to the
bet of the stairs,
"Oh, the precious bureau!" eh* ahrielted.
What, oh! what has happeaed to it?'
Presently a faint voice piped up from the
bottom of the pile where Spooner was do
Ins a eontorties act beneath the bureau:
"The precise bureau is uninjured as
get," it said, "but I am mortally wows 
at by this eseineonuide demon'"
Frigittesd at the awful eoridition of her
apses, buried beneath • mountain of re
Isreeleas furniture and with no tsunamis
se his Mee Mrs. Spooner ran for assure
sae*. Presently she returnee with neigh
her Killer. By has etrong arm, the wretch
of manhood was drawn from beneath the
Sill exultant belrlooin of the Roundheads
Another measurenum t was instituted, and
dee former decision of Jaw, the draynian,
was vindicated. The bureau would go nes
farther down the "jog," for the stairway
was mu...h narrower from there down.
Without • word, but with a terrible dark.
blue resolve depicted ea his co0IIMI
Asses, and noes several inches out or lin
plumb, Spooner, assisted by Killer, set to
work to term the Lureau up to the top
) of the stairs again. This they succeeded
in accomplishing, in spite of the Puritanical
esnietanot of that stubborn orthodox sheet
at d ra were.
1' hen Spooner rolle It over, and over,
pad, with the seighi -Ds aid, he balance 
it a moment on the wedowoill.
With a smile of almost fiendish joy and
. spasmodic hitch to his pantaloons, slow-
slipping away frost the clutches of hie
ism rear suspender bitten, Spooner pushed• of the bureau, now thoroughly frightened, out-
ward, and it hurtl d throagh the air like
the flight of • brass- sobbed meteor. With
0 wash, it landed on the stone-doorstep,
two Aeries below, ad was nothing but.
wreck of its former grandeur.
Col. Windogasee's valuable dog, of the
benehlegged ,persuasioa, had, but a no
Sent before, been g sawing an overshoe
es the doorstep. Now he lay under the
laureate only a main* r000lieetioa, a lake
pease-spot.
Cyclone' gee es wedding present from her
parents; Spouse sot nothing but a Asko
assortment of bumps and abrasions and
i
bill for ps. said to be the value of the
te dog. T. all at which he Alienated
such pisturesque pluses that he sees •
web trial In the seer distance.
Iiissrehh4. oilliplid Apeessel--Geel Ai
111110--anft. U..- 1.— -Eli......_............--...
•
'4
IIRIFIRS KILL= FOR DIM.-
Jew Tern inuaters Obliged to Pep
ssoo est a Rees simanias
ma a Mg tram.
Jobs liendrieksoa, a breeder et
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Coohecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg. N. Y., re-
sently found four of his finest young
holier& In .the field, all riddled with
shames of buckshot, which had ea-
pared the booties just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, bed passed over
Ms farm in quest at partridge, and
that ',hots had been heard in the
vicinity 'of the field where tha cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
tilled them that they bore a. strong
resemblance .** does by reason of
their delicately formed limbs. He
was seised with the idea that they
had been mistakes for deer by the
hunter..
Hendrickson WSW. to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had goes. Be ascertained
their names and addresses in New
York and after cosodderable difficulty
Located them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as • resillt
of his viait be is 000 richer than
when he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Fesialt Ciewson. of Atiaata.m. Oyer.
MEIN Seemingly leene.meient-
able
Atlanta, a small tows eolith of
Bloomington. Ill., has in Prank Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawson has been,• per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Severed
years ago he wee caught in a bus-
card and both hands were so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old isotru-
merit was laid away by the owner.
The ceid-tline longing to bring out
music became toe strong to be re-
dated, and he eronaeired the unique
Idea of pinytag without hands. He
made a oontrivanoe out at heavy
wins,, which enabled him to wield the
bow. The matter of Sneering was
more dither:1ft, but by hard precelee
be trained the stump of his left hand
is make the seoeseary shifts from
one string to another, and from per
littera to position. With the fiddle
held he placer by Me this and kro-ea
mid with the help of Ma angle r •
Eros Climes manages to pia)
nearly as much an sees es formei ey.
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Iltssa Oarloton. et lows Falba an.
Malmo the ill000re fee Me
liertkwooL.
• grandmother as re is the record of
Mrs. Jame' P. Carleton. of Iowa Falls,
Is., who elemo the dietinctien of being
the youngest grandmother In the es-
tire noithweert. She is hoping to be a
great-grandmother by the time she
is 41.
Mr and Mrs. Carleton were mar-
ried in Ohio le years see. Mrs. Carleton
being only 11 yeare old whoa chews.
wooed, yea and led to the altar by her
youthful schoolmate. Lem, than ewe
years later, when only 13 ytare of age,
the boom* a mother. The tendency
toward early marriages-is the Carle-boa
Slimily was transmitted to the daugh
ter, and two years ago, at the ace of lie
site was married. Lest week she be-
come a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
peetmester at Iowa Pella, but • few
month. age he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn.. where iheLr daughter
and grandchild reside.
flievepaiosst few Illemeetteg the Revere.
A promising movement has been
tterted in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The Idea orle-
lasted with Dr. R. Z. Jones, of Rich-
mos& and severel prominent and
wealthy negro*. are aseociated with
him. The nett of the proposed set-
tlements will be eetablithed near
Richmond. Plots of ten acres each
will be laid off, and upon sash will
be erected a four-roomed log cabin
of antique style. These plots will be
sold on easy installments plans to
beg-roes anxious to better Ike rn-
selves. They will be given practical
and systematic instruction in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
hairtittite at Hampton being engaged
es instructor.
Plan a Prellgieles Temeet.
• bold, remarkable project isre.
eeieing attention among Russian en-
gineers. It is proposed to oonetruot
a tunnel under the main chain of the
Caucasus mountains from a point 44
miles south of Vladthavhes. The tas-
sel will be 18 voiles leme and cost
11,11,000,000. Al soon as the Trans-Si-
berian railway is finished, it ts be-
lieved, We Cautiasian tunnel, which
has the warm suppert of the soar,
will De sommethed. Prom a military
and eetaineretai point ad, view the
work wild be of vest inapertanos, as
the only direst% oesimunicaeloa with
beas-Caseseta from southern Russia
b by as ordinary read from Visible
micas to Was.
dadieels i.bs.
A yaw ago there were SAW ruble
tolltesinhe Oohs. walk MAIO eighties
Pew Anal as. MAN eakeol ebb
Omb awl wow mho* im
%ft - •
FRESH FASHION NOTES.
Nose Ideas In Deem Oriesenennessee
La levidosicei in the Up-to-Date
Gootamee
A charming evening go..ea for a
young girl is of rich miroir satin.
veiled with either white, gold or col.
sod net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral do
sign, alternating with roses or
inellias sewn on In a studied careless-
seas, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro-
dewed an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can •
drawn These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of boo and lace sleeves a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops:-
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the moat picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes wee of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVI. oorsage formed a
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while ronzal the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline tramper.
ent long loose aleeees were caught
tightly to the wrist by a bleak velvet
band. -
L'A.rt Nouveau has ceased to be s
moiety, although unique and, exceed-
ingly beautiful examples are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
aomething newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turned
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is guff!.
dent guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular. and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lavers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations' of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effecta are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exoeeelingly well on foulards
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
I. always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
Incrustations is a good combination.
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man , ways is
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Reonfortabie Remelt That lo wester
Slade at Reese—An Antique
0.1 Main, It,.
Few families, whether in town Or
iountry, have sufficient closet space
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
In any case, Is to lay them flatly
and smoothly in a box large enorgh
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
at horn. in such a way as to serve e
double purpose-that of couch and
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpaint.
ed wood, six feet tom: inebes long by
about three feet four inches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty. using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside ol
the box and lid with a serviceable cam-
bric or silesi•. Then nail a cushion.
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattreat picked to pieces and put in
new tickleg -of the proper size, or of
**wool waste," or may be procured at
Little expense from an upholsterer.
'Pack an artistic denim or chintz In
boR plaits all around the box, end cover
'he top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with s. full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening
gone a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift It, and it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at
glean thrown over the foot, this makes
a comfortable couch by day, and eves
by night if necessary.
An excellent ball table for a country
tiouse was evolved not long ago by an
Inger/cue girl from an ordinary un-
opinied kitchen table without a leaf
She sawed two inches from the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
rain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of lokwood chips were put in a
stone jar, with just enough water to
eover them, and left to simmer on ite
stove for half a day. This liquid w
applied to the wood and left to de
Vinegar in which a number of rust,,
sails had been steeped was then
brushed over, and repeated until the
Ohl* acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then fig
tened on the legs and an old-fashioned
braes handle put on the drawer, which
was stained inside to match the out.
side, and served for holding gloves, ete.
A. scarf of dark red leather wee fas-
tened down the middle of the table with
brass heeded tacks, and,beholdl•reali
ly handsome "old eine" ball tablet
And a Gime One.
Willio---Pa, to polities a profession
as a business?
Pee-Well, that depends tripoli elf-
nansatances. If you're an the with
Mad side it's a bailblime•-ildballig
a des
Intii OAKS SEASON OPENED. I grur cimpuRE PLANS
Wow the Residents Were Wade Is
baler by the Swarming Seeker".
After Gams.
The dawn of November 1, calm aged
fair and beautiful, was like mane
lovely mornings of October. Nature
had not marked off any sudden
transition from the eighth to the
ninth nionth of the year 1901. The
Little birds sang cheerily on bush and
brier; the squirrels hustled al-out
among the fallen leaves for the tooth-
some chestnut and the rabbits
scampered through rustling dew.
sad sheltering eopse in the very full-
ness of long-eared liberty and legal
protection, says the New York Tiinest
Thus it seemed in the heart of ne
ture, but not thus was it in the heart
of man. The writer had just turn-ed
over in bed for that hour of sweet
sleep which la said to enhance the at-
tractiveness of noble features, when,
bang! bang! same a shocking sound
directly under his window! Whol
was this? Did he dream? Was it the
Fourth of July?
"Hello, out there!" he yelled;
*what are you doing, anyway?"
For his chickens were squawkine
tad flying around the back dooryard,
and their antics suggested at once a
puncher after domestic fowl. From
the depths of the garden shrubbery
Issued this reply:
'To-day iss the law oudt! Der rab
bits iss as much mine as yours!"
"Get out, get out!" responded tit:
man who had lost his sleep. "1 wili
not have them shot! You are • tree.
passer!"
"Corn hoe-er!" answered the die-
grun tied sportsman, waving hisempti
gun in a threatening manner. "Coo
bee-er!"
"No; I'll not come!" shouted thi
man in. his nightgown. "I'll send a
constable!"
After a lively interchange of per
sonal abuse, in both choice and
broken English, the intruder left and
an attempt was made to catch the in-
terrupted nap.
But, ads, the battle was on! The
entire German population of Gutten-
berg, Uaton Hill and Jersey City had
taken to the field. Men, dogs and
guns waxtd apace. By nine o'clock
the uproar -was, terrific.
Aeross the way a widow saw two
men, two guna and five dogs chase a
rabbit under her barn. She protested
and the contingent withdrew.
Five minutes later the awakened
sleeper ordered five men and five guns
off of his lawn. And still they came.
Moved to desperation he got hurried-
ly into his clothes, sought for • pot
of black paint and brush and began
furiously painting signs which read:
"Shooting - Trespeasing - Strictly
Prohibited."
Some timid soldiers saw the signs
and fell back, but a few old veterans
had to be routed with violent lan-
guage.
So the day wore an, until the be-
leaguered writer found himself nn-
oonsedously murmuring: "Would that
sight or Blocher would comer Then,
thdeed, appeared the strangest of all.
It was the man on horseback!
Over in he near-by pasture lot
loomed to the view a fat Teuton on a
bay pony-game bag, big boots, short.,
double-barreled gun and all. Three
stout fellows hammered the inoffen-
sive bushes with sticks and four
noble bounds wagged their tails and
bayed aloud under the deep-voiced
commands of their master. The ob-
server looked, saw and fled!
Although the brnnies had shown
themselves freely during the month
of October on this 1st day of No-
vember the historian of the battle
counted only one-and that one
sought for wisdom and a refuge tot
flee the isdre barn. And this goes
to show that Brother Rabbit knew
something if Mister Man did not!
Tomas Woman Farmer.
Hon. Lilah Constance Cavesidlah, the
s7-yeer-old daughter of Lord Cites-
ham, is the owner and manager of
a black farm near her father's estate
In Buckinghamshire. Here she keeps
black cattle, black horses, black sheep,
black routs, black dog, black cat,
black rabbit-black everything that le
la be seen on a farm! She had black
chickens, and used to sell eggs to her
mother, Lady Cheaham, but one night
a marauding fox came along and
cleared the hencoop. Of course, in •
hunting oonntry it is crime unspeale
able to kill a fox, so Miss Cavendish
took the opposite course and gave up
keeping fowls, for her black farm
must not mese a monetary loss. The
country people are amused and Inter-
ested in her hobby, and the standing
joke is that Miss Cavendish has every-
thing black except her dairymaid/11-
London Mail.
• Deserted Street in Paris.
A queer discovery has been made
In Paris in the shape of a street unite
bablted mad ignored by all. In the
sammer of the work in progress for
whistler the Rue Vaneau, this road-
wap-terlitch it would be intorrect to
describe as a thoroughfare, consider.
hg that the ends were blocked up-
was discovered. It had neither pay-
ing stones nor pavement, was two
meters wide, and'on old inscription
showed that it was formerly called
Rue d'Olivet. It would be useless to
seek the name in a directory, for II
I. certain that until a few days age
no one knew of the existenoe of the
Etas d'Olivet.-Paris Messengtre.
A Royal Whistler.
The case of Runde is • wonderful
whistler, and can whistle the most
Intricate variation* on national at ,
He entertains intin ate friends in !hie
way.-N. Y. Ran.
The Osftle.
A settle le a grown-up boy who este
Wow to thrall steasse—Chlow
*1 11.L.amte.iiimlar..6-40Ntii01111
Secretary Wilson to Encourage D.
velopment of the Industry.
WS11 Ask Gong roes for 510,000 to. the
IFergeoe of Prelinalsory Test and
Savestloration of What Coin He
DODO in Waited States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
Ad agriculture, is determined to re-
live interest in the cultivation of sill
worms and mulberry trees in the
United States, and the aum of $10,000
Which he has asked emigres' to gtve
him to develop silk culture in the
Waited States for a preliminary test
had investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
el mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
sof the largo amount of cheap labor
to be procured there. If the results
In the south are at all satisfactori
II os the men, women and even the
shildren will be. appealed to by the goy
arnment to lend a hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
he ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The work
Is about all don. in tie spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
enember of congress will have at hit
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
Likely that I shall cal! upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tnekeiree. Ala. He is ready there
I. take bold of the experiment and
do much In a short time in educating
the peeple is silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
milk culture can be made a success in
Ibis oountry. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be • success, but it is a success,
sad the total yield this year will be
$00,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way-
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the leaves. The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he is
mediately improves almost any ids
es industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
Senna Ocoverne• of Reveal* Drees
American Raney fee Voe in
the Island,
'Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond.
big coins of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Chinese laborers conditioned upon
their engaging In agrioultural pursuits
sly during their residence in the tor-
ritory and their return to their own
ocrun try upon ceseeng to be farmers are
Ike chief reormmendations of H. Z.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
his anneal repo-t.
The prosperity of the islands, accord-
ing to the acting governor, depend. on
the successful and economical produo-
tion of auger. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters,"
he says, "never haw and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but id an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained It
means millions of ddllars spent for ma-
&leery, building materiala toole, steel
sad Iron and other supplies of Amart-
seen manufacture."
New Jersey's Pere Feed Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der It the office of state dairy cone
inistrioner has been abolished and his
duties have come under those of the
@Met food inspect .r. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
ell over the state. Everything that
can come Into use for human con•
gumption as food or drink is Included
under the law. The inspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter Whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put upa out.
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ben of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for he-
wan food.
Rloproves Koeh Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, seversl days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
sign, to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
se autopsy. Dr. Barney is now ear'
tale that he has disproved Dr. Kooh's
theory that human tuberculosis end
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
snanioable. Dr. Barney said Iasi
eight that he heed no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Koch's theory.
irrteenere ta Pettish India. Jells.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1899-1900-an increase of 91,084
over the number for 1891. Of thii
huge total only 241185 were females,
which I. a smaller proportion th.aa
he western countries.
04ft et a Wilde&
A new forret et besefsetion to a
New gland town is that taken In
the eft a Jranes Salad. ot New
York, who has riven Seitikileld
MOM. • ea1.140 1.41•00.
IFONDlitilli 'RAIN WORE:
Inswo Tina TInoss the Inssaostas
Clerical fa the Valto4 States
Railway Postal set-otos.
Millions of people are complaining
nowadays of being taxed financially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Sam are burdened with s
mental practice unheard of, as re-
garde extent, in any other country of
the world. 'I'hings that a railway
postal clerk must remember have in-
creased in such volume that one would
think every cell of his brain would
be filled with the name of a post office
Pr railway connqction, and the won-
der is teat the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
Meese facts cases- of insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Itenord-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years.* record of 21,000
cards (which take:the place of letters
ei examinations) with an average pee
pent. of correct distribution of a freer
tion over 99 per meat. He knew how to
reach that many-offices in several
states by the shortest, quickest route,
and he knew the correct location of
each office in its state.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
eke° railway post office muse know
the correct location of every post of-
fice in • group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Minnesota, South Dakota and Ne-
braska, In these seven states there
are 12,317 post offices. Not only is the
clerk required to be "np" on the gen-
eral scheme, which means the correct
location of the post offices in each
state, but be must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk running between Chicago
arfd Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 years.
learning 13,300 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading mete.
motile house is located, but also hoW
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie out" hie
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
lieg to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
ten mooths, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .83 per cent. In $0
examinations he came out of nine cid
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such • task, taking into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of-names that are used to designate
post offices! Thera, too, must be con-
sidered the fact that there are hun-
dreds of cases where in each state is
• post office of the same name. For
Instance, in the states named above
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield., four
Genevas, four Smithvillea ft...r Spar.
tea and five Jefferson., and so on.
In some instances there is a post ai-
des of the same name in each of the
seven state*. As one may imagine.




Figh:or of lie Cai Tribe-glow
Hard to Fled.
From a story In St. Necholaa we
slip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Amer-
van mountain lion was one of the
moat formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
sad toe essoniar;a lieu was ose we the
most terribly armed and powerful of
the cat family. It was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
Jaws, sharp teeth. ,and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It wes
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quick,
hovered with a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.' It had
the temper ef a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it wee
hopeless to match dogs. It was said..
in the school-books of 40 years ago.
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything'; and if be had
been "yelled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by his terrible teeth.,
and a body so strong that it could
Sot be held in any position-well,
when he was "down" was the tizne
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar.
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the ' home of the
northern -winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot hole. to 81111 any of the
old-time power Cr ferocity.
Clippings fief Royal Reeding.
As his children attained the age of
ten Ring Edward had everything eon-
eerning them which appeared in the
newspapers, peetedqato albums, and
these were handed ,cerer to them when
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, and each et his children
has a volume of new•paper outteagg







'TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
SHAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER.
C1SE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
SKAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city,
Phones No.
Cor. 4th surd Broadway.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Wednesday Morning, Aug. 23, 1905..
LOCAL NEWS
The Kentucky Realty Co., to8 Fra-
ternity Building. Old phone 85i.
—George Pearson and Sallie Ma-
lone, colored were yesterday granted
license to marry.
—George Pearson, aged twenty-
three and Sallie Malone, aged twenty-
one, two cokrred people of the city,
were licensed to marry Monday.
Mr. J. C. Lockwood, the contractor,
has, began the erection of a nice cot-
tage for Mrs. Loretta Tuley on West
Jefferson street near Thirteenth
street.
—Mr. Gus Friant has resigned as
foreman at the planing mill of Lang-
staff-Orm Manufacturing company.
Mr. J. Crit Jones has charge of that
department now.
—Mrs. Mary Brockwell's attorneys
say that she will surely be tried next
month in the circuit court for lunacy
instead of allowing Judge Reed to
impose the life sentence upon her.
—W. M. Smith,' of the I. C. shops,
has recovered his wheel that was
-stolen from in front of Warren &
Warren's jewelry store He found it
at Gleaves' store where it had been
-sold for $4.
—All the fire department except
No. 2 was called to the residence of
Harry Rudolph, 415 South Ninth
-street, at 7:25 o'clock yeAerday
morning. •A defective flue started the
Idaze but no damage was done.
—Probable showers and cooler
is the weather prediction for
today. Yesterday forenoon was calm
atel warm, but in the afternoon there
was a light rain, which cooled the at-
snospbere. Last night was very
pleasant though cloudy.
Transfers in Real Estate.
Mr!. Nellie E .Brothers to R. H.
Noble, for $1,000 property in the
county.
Charlotte Forshee to T. E. Lewis
and others, for $1,300, property on
lower Kentucky avenue.
Henry Steed to Maggie Steed, for
$1 ancl other consideration property
eitrar Eighth and Jackson streets.
/ H. P. Sights deeds to Marine Vir-
/fginii Sights for $1 and other cona
sideratidn. property in the Fountain
Park addition.
Chief Woods Returns.
Fire Chief James Woods has re-.
tdrnett from Duluth, Minn., where he
went to attend the International As-
sociation of Fire Chiefs. He reports
a glorious time and said he was the
Organ man in the hunch. ghief
Woods also says Paducah has got'em
skinned in fire departments.
San Francisco grand jury accuses
Mayor Schmitz of incompetence and
troaduct in office.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
TILES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mr. J. R. Lennon of tlfe Mayfield
Messenger, was in the city yesterday.
Mr. E. W. Whittemore, the real
estate dealer, will return September
I from Boston, Mass., where he is
visiting his father.
Miss Nell Wright has retailed
from a trip to Canada and Niagra
Falls. She was accompanied home
by Una John Mayor and son, of
Cincinnati.
M. W. A.









C. is out after a sev-
eSS.
Orme has returned
S. Ross is in Little
usiness.
s. James Sleeth have
. New York and Atlah-
tic City.
Mr. E. B. Crockett and 'Mr.
Thomas D. Rice, of Washington, D.
C., are in the city.
Mks. R. G. Rouse has treturned
from Henderson, Ky.
Mrs. Wheeler Campbell and child-
ren have returned front South Haven,
Mich
Mr. Robert L. Leigh, of Louisville,
is on a visit to his mother Mrs. C.
Q. C. Leh.
Miss Florence Pell, of Cincinnati,
who has been visiting Mrs. James
Campbell, will spend the week with
Miss Anna May Yeiser.
ItIlr. Brent James went to Chicago
yesterday.
Miss Mabel Hughes left yesterday
foe Chicago.
Mr. H. E. Hatton, of Murray, is
in the city.
Mr. 0. C. Yates, of Louisville, is in
the city. I I
Mr. Dick Choate, of Pan", Tenn.,
is -here on a visit.
Mr. Louis Brownlow, managing
editor of the News Democrat, leaves
today for Springfield, 0., for a two
weeks vaoation.
Mr. John Meloan arrives today
from Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. W. C. Brown, of Gallatin,
Tenn., is here on a visit to his son
Chas. ?Brown.
Miss Brooks Smith, Miss Cora
Smith and lteiss Willie Mae Maddox.
of Benton Ky., are the guests of the
family of Mr. Cecil Reed.
Mrs J. K. Greer, Mrs. S. H. Piles,
Mrs. A Strong -and da ighter, Win-
nie, have returned from Smithland.
Mr. G. C. Cumbaugh is visiting in
Soinerset, Ky.
Mt. Jerry Porter, of Clinton, Ky..
is in the city.
Rev. E. Lyne, a Jesuit father of
the faculty of St. Mary's, Kansas is
the guest of Mr. J. S. Robertson.
Dr. B. B. Griffith has gone to
Grayson Springs for his health.
Mr. Percy Kelley, of Los Angeles.
Cal., has arrive in the city to re-
main several months.
Mk. Ed Farley, of Bloomington,
Ill., is in the city.
Mrs. J. E. Baker has returned from
a visit to Eddyville.
Mr. George Goodman leaves to-
night for a business trip to Jackson,
Tenn.
MIr. Cameron Happy has returned
from Mayfield
Mr. D. J. Miller, a prominent farm-
er of Woodville, was in the city yes-
terday.
Mr. Frank G. Schmidt has gone to
Henderson to visit relatives and ac-
company his wife home who has been
there on an extended visit.
Mr. E. W. Baker has gone to Daw-
son.
Mrs. Ida Smith and son William
have gone to Dixon for a several
weeks' sojourn,
Lee Tyree, of Mayfield, was in the
city yesterday.
Mrs. John Bourke, of Chicago, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Nellie
Bougeno, and son, Mr. Harry Sum-
merville.
Attorney J. C. Speight, of Mayfield
was in the city yesterday.
M. N. K. Morris, of the Geo. H.
Goodman company, has returned
from a trip in Tennessee.
Win. K. Edward, who has been
working in Little Rock for the St. L.
C. M. & S. railway is home on a visit
to mother.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton will leave
today for Trigg county to conduct a
series of meetings. He will return
September 2.
Mr. George W. Edwards returned
yesterday afternoon front Dixon.
Miss Madge Schneirle has return-
ed from a visit to Golconda.
Mrs. Walter Sheppard has gone to
Michigan on an extended trip. She
will also visit Buffalo, N. Y., and
other prominent cities.
'Among those registered at Hotel
Lagonsarsino last night were: Emil
Stein, Chicago; J. J. Ream, Dayton;
John F. Grill, Evans; J. P.- Hatch,
Louisville; C. E. Clark, Hkapkins-
ville; C. S. Green, Louisville; E. C.
Campbell, Louisville; S. H. Coe,
New York. •
Mrs. Dr. L. D. Sanders left yes-
terday for Battle Creek, Mich., to
join her husband, who is sojourning
there and go to Petoskey.
Mr. H. T. Ogden, the banker of
Hazel, was in the city last night en
route home from Evansville.
Master Henry W. Unrath left yes-
terday for Milwaukee to enter college
He was accompanied by his father
and his sister, Miss Emilie Unrath.
Attorney J. S. Ross left early this
morning for Mayfield, to represent
several Paducah creditors in the bank
ruptcy case of W. B. Ford, of Boaz.
Big Sunday School Union.
At the Methodist church at Reid-
land, this county, next Thursday, the
24th, there will be a union Sunday
school convention which all work-
ers in the cause are invited to attend.
A number of leading workers, includ-
ed among them Revs. Pinkerton,
Owen and Armstrong, of this city,
will be present to address the gath-
ering. Delegations from Marshall
and Graves counties as well as from
this county are to be present and the
participants promises to be very large
in numbers. There will be a basket
spread dinner and splendid music to
add to the pleasing features of the
convention. The exercise's of the
day will conclude with the day.
,
Among The Sick.
Officer McCune is on the sick list.
Mrs. Charles Poynter and children
are iill.
Mr. Hardy Harrison has about re-
covered from a spell of fever.
Mrs. R. L. Reck is improving from
the effects of a congestive chill.
She resides at 717 South Ninth street.
Dr. J.. S. Troutman removed a tu-
mor from the back of George Koeger
yesterday and the patient is 'im-
proving.
Mr. W. C. Clark, of the Clark-
Givens wholesale grocery, has been
quite sick since he had a congestive
Oil! Monday.
About the Eagles.
The aerie of Eagles have elected
trustees as follows: Dr. Horace Riv-
ers, for three years; Mr. J. A. Con-
itsky, for two years, and Frank Ferri
man for one year.
The aerie will hold a meeting a
week from tonight in regular session,
but during the meantime the by-laws
of the lodge will be -prepared.
The Elks' lodge room has been
used as temporary quarters, but a
new permanent location will be se-
cured as soon as a suitable hall can
be secured.
PLAIN LACE CURTAIN%
LAUNDERED, AT 25 CENT A A
PAIR; FANCY, 35 CENTS. BLAN-
KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR
WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
PAD. TOILET SUPPLY CO.
Old Phone 1215.
Meet Tomorrow Night.
The school board will convene in
regular sesision tomorrow night in
the high school building. The meet-
ing will be the first one for several
weeks and many important matters
are to come up, one being the selec-
tion of a teacher to succeed Miss
Kirk who resigned. Janitors for the
various school buildings will be
named.
RUBBER TIRES.
For cash, until September 1st, I
will re-rubber vehicles with first-class
International solid two-wire rubber
tires at to per cent, discount from
regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Man-
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
Meet This Afternoon.
The board of public works will
meet this afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Secretary Saunders Fowler who was
to have gone to Toledo, Ohio, as a
delegate to a national meeting of
municipalities decided at the last mo-
ment that he could not go on ac-
count of business matters. All mem-
bers of the board therefore, are in
the city.
For Sale.
For sale. Stock of groceries at cot-
ter Ninth and Tennessee. Will ex-
change for real estate or cash or note
ith security.
Three dead sailors and one live
officer are blamed by naval court of
inquiry for the accident aboard the
United States gunboat Bennington.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—First-class cook for
small family. Inquire at 4049 Wash-
ington street. ti
WANTED—White girl 4o do gen-
eral housework. Call at 319 Clark
street or telephone 1583.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
WANTED—To rent a 4-1.00111
house or fiat for small family. Old
'phone 630. MRS. J. K. LEMON.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, elfctric lights, gas, .hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth,
FOR RENT—A store house and
residence above, at 1103 South Third
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
avenue.
FOR SALE—Sideboard, refrigera-
tor, gas range, one set dining chairs
and shad-es. Apply to Dr. P. H.
Stewart, 623 Jefferson street.
WANTED—Men to learn barber
trade. Few weeks completes. Po-
sitions guaranteed. Top wages paid
graduates. Can earn expenses be-
fore finishing. Write today. MO-
LER BARBER COLLEGE, St.
Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, hsge recep-
tion hall, th,t and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Appiy at
924 North Seventh street. New








A capable Company of Players
A lovely story beautifully told.
A play full of hearts' interest, endors-
ed by press, pu!oit and public, and
creating the %silliest enthusiasm
everywhere.
Never Before Presented.
High class VAUDEVILLE intro-
duced. Not a dull moment during
the entire production.
Prices 25c, 35c, soc, 75c.









An elaborate production of this
famous- and successfail drama which
not only excels in stage pictures but.
in its absorbing stiary of life in a
great city, with its pathos, humor,.
plots of villiany and strange charac-
ters
The Sad and the Comic
Clearly Intermingled.
The Great Jack Knife Bridge Scene
With all its crisnplete details,, in-
cluding the steamer through the open
draw, and a fitting climax to a pow-
erful play.
Seats on Bat Friday 9 a. tn.
When Youre 'Dry asa fish'
THE DRINK YOU WANT IS THE DRINK THAT
QUENCHES THIRST, COOLS THE BODY, TONES `I
UP THE SYSTEM AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND
FRISKY AS A KITTEN.
Belvedere
Cix Master Brew
IS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON TAP
ANYWHERE. IT'S MADE FROM CAREFULLY SE-
LECTED MALT AND HOPS, BY THE MOST PER-
FECT MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.




THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMEDALE
TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
THIS SERVICE.
Anderson, Crawford. Gibson, N. A. Russel, Win.
Albritbon, E. W. Green, Dr. Rust, G. W.
Allcock, Oliver. Hod N. A. g Shelton. Dr. es,
Barton & Parrot. Simmons, Sephotts.
lialdree Jones, Q. L.. Chas. Thomas. L.
Ba Weft, j. R. Mayon, L H. Thomas, H. K.
Barger, Edward. Mason; Dick. Thomas, Dr.
Carney, B. B. Monroe, J. W. Thompson, J. T.
Cross, W. A. Murphy, A. H. Tompson. R.
Davis, Alec. Nestler, John. Thompson, Hazard.
Donovan, J. A'. Otey, Dr. Thompson, Thomas.
Dossett, G. W. Otey, B. Townsend, H. M.
Fristoe, R. H. Parrot, Arcian, NN alters, Lee.
Fry, J. W. Pryor, J. S. Warford, J. B.
Garton, B. F. Quisenberry, J. L. Watkins, J. T.
Garton, W. A. Rives, S. 0. Whittemore, R. W.
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS TO
OUR LIST. IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE ONE YOU WANT
CALL CHIEF OPERATOR




The Standard Flour of
The World,
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEt TELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection





35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
t :30 trwriL a P.M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE IltCLUDED 50E. 12:30 tO 2.
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANICE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC.
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASH YOUR FRIENDS —WIS FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
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